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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Alvarez & Marsal (A&M) was hired to conduct a performance audit based on complaints of grade
manipulation to alter / increase graduation rates within Prince George’s County Public Schools (hereafter
“PGCPS” or “District”). The need for this independent performance audit arose from a request from the
Chief Executive Officer of PGCPS to Maryland Stated Department of Education (MSDE) to investigate the
aforementioned complaints. The intended purpose of this report is not only to follow up on complaints
made, but also to identify gaps in policies and procedures and internal controls and develop
recommendations that will enable PGCPS leadership to be certain that high school students have met all
graduation requirements prior to graduation.
Between September 12 and October 31, 2017, approximately seven weeks, A&M conducted the
performance audit of PGCPS. The performance audit was based on interviews with external PGCPS
stakeholders and PGCPS leadership and staff, a review of Maryland statutes and code and PGCPS policies
and procedures, student data collected from SchoolMAX, the PGCPS student information system, and
student record files reviewed during site visits for 28 high schools.
In addition, A&M reviewed and logged all complaints made directly by individuals and received by MSDE,
PGCPS board members and PGCPS staff and via the hotline and email addresses created during the
performance audit to receive new complaints. In total, 107 individuals filed complaints that were relevant
to the performance audit. Of the 107 individuals filing complaints, 60 individuals contacted A&M directly
via the hotline and email address, 34 individuals submitted complaints to the PGCPS Board Members and
13 individuals filed complaints with MSDE. Nearly half of the complaints made were related to improper
grade changes and graduating ineligible students. A&M was able to contact and follow-up with 84 of the
individuals. Information from these complaints helped to guide the on-site school reviews.
To identify the sample of the student population to review during school visits, A&M relied on the
complaints and an analysis of student grades, grade changes and transcripts in SchoolMAX. A&M selected
and reviewed a sample of 1,212 students from the population of 5,496 students identified as having late
grade change increases after final grade entry cutoff dates for seniors.
The interviews, complaints, review of statutes, regulations and policies and procedures and the student
record review ultimately informed our findings and observations. These findings and observations can be
summarized as follows:
1. PGCPS’s governance structure has performance gaps.
• The District does not consistently monitor adherence to grading policies and procedures.
Leadership generally trusts school-based staff will follow policies and procedures, but does
not verify adherence.
• Many policies and procedures examined by this audit lack clarity and are silent on the
implications of non-compliance. The policies and procedures include: grading impact of
excessive unlawful absences, requirements related to make-up work with excessive unlawful
absences, attendance tracking procedures, basic requirements for “good faith effort” and its
interaction with excessive attendance and credit recovery policies, attendance and grading
requirements for a student to be eligible to participate in a Quarterly Learning Module
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•
•

(hereafter “QLM”), graduation certification procedures and the use of make-up work or extra
credit to improve grades.
Policies and procedures are not well-communicated to schools.
There is limited oversight and control over user access to SchoolMAX.

2. PGCPS staff does not consistently adhere to policies and procedures related to grading and
graduation certification.
• Grade entry (into SchoolMAX) timelines are not followed by schools. Grades are regularly
submitted and changed after quarterly cut-off dates.
• The 50% minimum grade for “good faith effort” is improperly interpreted and/or applied by
some teachers and schools.
• A significant number of 2016 and 2017 graduates had unlawful absences in excess of 10 days
indicating grading policies related to attendance are not being followed by some schools.
• Minimum grade requirements for credit recovery.
• Grade changes for completion of make-up work are concentrated at the end of the senior
year and impact all quarterly grades. Procedures limit the timeline to submit make-up work.
3. School level recordkeeping related to grading and graduation certification is poor.
• Grade Change Authorization Form PS-140 (hereafter “PS-140 form”) are not consistently used
by schools to support grade changes. Forms were either incomplete or missing.
• Certification of graduates does not take place until after students graduate.
• Service-learning forms are not properly documented and retained.
4. Irregularities in grade changes were identified.
• Examples of irregularities include graduating ineligible students, “goal seeking” a quarterly
grade change to ensure a passing final grade, manipulation of transcripts post-graduation and
excessive extra credit opportunities for failing students.
During on-site school reviews, A&M reviewed PS-140 forms, Annual Secondary School Performance Data
Summary Cards (“PDS Tally Cards”), final transcripts, and service learning verification forms for the
student sample tested. Recordkeeping practices varied by school. In certain schools, A&M identified
evidence of all of the above findings while other schools had evidence of only select findings. The student
files reviewed during the on-site investigation yielded the following results:
•
•
•

4.9% or 59 of the students included in the sample were determined to be ineligible to
graduate due to a student not earning sufficient credits on their transcript to graduate or a
student not meeting the service learning requirement.
A&M was unable to determine graduation eligibility for 297 students or 24.5% of the sample
population due to insufficient or no documentation supporting grade changes.
Because this sample is selected randomly from the late grade change population of 5,496
students, these findings cannot be assumed to hold true to the larger population of 15,215
students in the graduating classes of 2016 and 2017.
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The results of the sample testing of student records are reflected in the table below.

The sample of 1,212 students tested was from a population of 5,496 students identified as having late
grade change increases after final grade entry cutoff dates for seniors. Because this sample is selected
randomly from the late grade change population of 5,496 students, these findings cannot be assumed to
hold true to the larger population of 15,215 students in the graduating classes of 2016 and 2017.
Further review of records outside of the late grade change population would be necessary to assess the
graduation eligibility of the remaining 9,719 students for which this sample is not representative. Because
our sample focused on late grade changes only, we have not recalculated graduation rates within this
report.
In addition, complaints made during the performance audit included claims of systemic intimidation and
fraud directed by PGCPS leadership as it relates to grade changes and graduation rate manipulation.
Based on the interviews and document reviews, A&M noted no evidence of system-wide intimidation by
PGCPS leadership or evidence of system-wide fraud as it relates to these allegations.
A&M identified the following recommendations for PGCPS to improve practices, oversight and
accountability around grading policies, grade changes, and graduation certification. Execution of these
recommendations will improve practices and internal controls, ensuring high school students meet
graduation requirements prior to graduation.
1. Clarify policies and procedures and provide regular training to increase awareness and
understanding and improve adherence to policies and procedures.
• The following policy areas require clarification: grading impact of excessive unlawful
absences, requirements related to make-up work with excessive unlawful absences,
attendance tracking procedures, basic requirements for “good faith effort” and its interaction
with excessive attendance and credit recovery policies, attendance and grading requirements
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•

for a student to be eligible to participate in a QLM, graduation certification procedures, and
the use of make-up work or extra credit to improve grades.
Conduct formal training and develop user guides and additional supporting materials for the
areas identified above. Training on any policy and procedure changes should be conducted
in advance of each new school year prior to ensure PGCPS staff are aware of grading policies
before the first grade for a school year is entered.

2. Minimize the potential risk of mismanagement and discourage fraud through automation of
recordkeeping and increased controls.
• Further automate grading and recordkeeping in SchoolMAX - to apply grading adjustments
for students with excessive unlawful absences, automate graduation eligibility and
certification.
• Conduct a complete audit of SchoolMAX user access to ensure proper system access is in line
with user roles and responsibilities. Implement dual control processes to reduce risk of error
or manipulation. Ensure proper oversight and approval of new users and user roles by the
central office.
• Implement controls around when transcripts for graduated students can be accessed. Cut off
access to transcript modifications prior to graduation. Modifications after graduation require
approval from the central office.
• Ensure separation of duties and independent oversight of school-level roles including grade
manager, transcript manager, MPTS coordinator, counselor, and administrators.
3. Increase monitoring and accountability to ensure adherence to grading policies, grade changes
and graduation certification policies and procedures.
• Develop performance metrics that can be generated from data contained in SchoolMAX.
Review metrics quarterly. The metrics will provide PGCPS leadership insight into adherence
to policies and procedures including the timeliness of grade entry, frequency and impact of
grade changes, attendance related grading procedures, and grade changes associated with
MPTS.
• Expand the role of the Internal Audit function or create a new central accountability function
to conduct annual reviews of academic policies and procedures. Conduct a school level
review of recordkeeping practices and assess a school’s adherence to policies and procedures,
particularly related to the use of grade change forms, PS-140 and PDS Tally Cards.
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INTRODUCTION
Alvarez & Marsal (A&M) was hired to conduct a performance audit based on complaints of grade
manipulation to alter / increase graduation rates within Prince George’s County Public Schools (hereafter
“PGCPS”). The need for this independent performance audit arose from a request from the Chief
Executive Officer of PGCPS to the Maryland State Department of Education (hereafter “MSDE”) to
investigate the aforementioned complaints. The intended purpose of this report is not only to follow up
on complaints made, but also to identify gaps in policies and procedures and internal controls and develop
recommendations that will enable PGCPS leadership to be confident that high school students have met
all requirements to graduate.
Between September 12 and October 31, 2017, approximately seven weeks, A&M conducted the
performance audit for PGCPS. The performance audit was based on interviews with external PGCPS
stakeholders and PGCPS staff, a review of MSDE legislation and regulation and PGCPS policies and
procedures, student data collected from SchoolMAX and student record files reviewed during site visits
for 28 high schools. In addition, A&M reviewed and logged all complaints from individuals that were
received by MSDE, PGCPS board members, PGCPS staff and the hotline and email addresses created
during the performance audit to receive new complaints.
This report is broken down into two main sections 1) Governance and 2) On-site school investigations.
The Governance section of this report contains key findings and recommendations associated with PGCPS
oversight and accountability and a detailed review of State code and regulations and PGCPS policies and
procedures. The on-site school investigations contain key findings and recommendations associated the
review of student records at all high schools. This section contains summary results from the sample
testing of students from the 2016 and 2017 graduating classes. School summaries are contained in
Appendix A.
To complete the performance audit, A&M created a multi-disciplined team of fifteen (15) professionals
from our Dispute and Investigations Services (DI) and Public Sector Services (PSS) practices with
backgrounds in investigations, independent assessments, and experience working on behalf of K-12
education clients.
A&M’s DI team provides specialized investigative and analytical services to help resolve complex
accounting and financial issues and disputes. We work closely with law firms, corporate boards, and
management of companies and public sector clients involved in multifaceted commercial, financial and
accounting disputes and irregularities. Our team conducts rigorous accounting, financial and economic
analysis to help resolve a range of disputes – from internal irregularities to litigation – from the boardroom
to the courtroom. In addition, DI has deep experience conducting investigations and audits of K-12 public
and charter school systems. The team provides an independent perspective and strong investigative skills
to quickly discover and validate improprieties and recommend operational improvements.
A&M’s PSS practice focuses on driving transformational change with local, state, and federal clients. We
have worked with multiple large, urban districts to resolve critical challenges including identifying
solutions to improve financial viability of school districts, creating new school-budgeting approaches,
designing new education service delivery models, and addressing Special Education management.
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•

The Internal Audit (IA) function is
primarily focused on conducting
audits of student activity funds and
responding to complaints of
financial fraud. Until the summer
of 2017, IA has not historically
performed audits outside of this
limited scope.

Use of
Incentives

•

Currently, PGCPS does not provide
financial incentives for improving
student performance of the
District.

Reporting
Complaints of
Misuse or Fraud

•

School based personnel such as
Teachers, Counselors and Grade
Managers are largely unaware of
reporting hotlines and the role of
IA in investigation of complaints of
fraud.

•

Per interviews with key external
stakeholders, members of the
PGCPS community articulated a
belief that action will be taken
more rapidly by PGCPS leadership if
issues are communicated directly
to the press than if issues are
reported to and dealt with
internally by leadership

•

An internal investigation requested
by PGCPS leadership into potential
grade changes at two schools was
conducted by IA during the
summer of 2017. The Board was
not aware of the investigation or
the outcomes.

•

Increase accountability via reviews
completed by an independent third
party. Either: 1) expand the IA role
to complete performance audits of
both academic and non-academic
areas of the District or 2) create an
accountability officer outside of the
IA function to provide independent
oversight of academic policies and
procedures and student
performance.

•

No recommendations at this time.

•

PGCPS leadership should regularly
communicate the hotline
information for employees or public
stakeholders to report any potential
fraud.

•

PGCPS leadership should ensure
timely investigation and response
into complaints to avoid press
involvement with internal
complaints.

•

The Board should receive regular
briefings into any complaints of
fraud impacting student outcomes.

Use, duplication, or disclosure is subject to restrictions stated in RFP # R00R8400170 with Alvarez & Marsal.
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COMPLAINTS AND FOLLOW-UP
The statement of work required A&M to review the complaints and letters received by MSDE, PGCPS
board members, and Prince George’s County government officials aware of complaints of grade
manipulation to alter/increase graduation and promotion rates. In addition, A&M was required to
interview any individuals that may provide perspective and information regarding the complaints.

Approach
A&M reviewed all complaints submitted to MSDE, PGCPS employees, and PGCPS board members. In
addition, A&M established a confidential hotline and email box to field complaints and comments from
individuals. A&M established a log to track complaints, identify commonalities between complaints, and
to support follow-up activities as-needed.
Information from these complaints helped to guide the direction of the on-site investigations and helped
identify common themes between various sources of complaints related to individual schools and systemwide issues.
Complaint Sources
A&M received and logged complaints from three distinct sources:
1. MSDE - Original complaints made to the MSDE and to the Governor and shared with A&M by
MSDE upon the initiation of the project;
2. PGCPS Board Members - Complaints, emails, accuser contact information and other information
provided by PGCPS Board Members; and
3. Hotline (Email/Phone) - Complaints submitted directly to A&M through a dedicated PGCPS
special review email and phone hotline set up at the outset of the project.
Prioritizing Complaints for Response
A&M prioritized responses to complaints based on relevance and severity. Certain complaints were
excluded from the analysis and response for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•

K-8 specific complaints which were outside of scope
Complaints pertaining to issues outside of PGCPS
Complaints that were not specific to matters related to grading or graduation rate
Generalized complaints not related to the investigation
Requests for information on the status of the investigation

Complaints pertaining to policies and processes that could potentially impact the graduation rate, either
directly or indirectly, were reviewed carefully, logged, and followed up on. Examples of complaints with
potential for indirect impact include:
•
•
•
•

Grading procedure changes and interpretation
Credit recovery programs
Make-up work
Excessive absences

Use, duplication, or disclosure is subject to restrictions stated in RFP # R00R8400170 with Alvarez & Marsal.
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Admin and Faculty Intimidation/Retaliation

Three teachers complained that if they failed too many students, they would be subject to assessments
to determine their teaching efficacy. Further complaints were made that certain teachers were
reassigned to elective courses if their rates of failure for students were too high in graduation requirement
courses.
General Mismanagement

General mismanagement complaints totaled 16 and included a variety of complaints regarding the
operations of a school, poor leadership, or mistakes in execution of projects or programs. This category
contained some complaints that were ultimately found to be out of scope.
Local Credit Recovery/Make-Up Work

Some complaints held that packets of work would often be requested from teachers to recover students’
failing grades at the end of school years. Make-up work was often claimed to be unassociated with lawful
student absences, suspension, or make-up work as outlined in PGCPS grading procedure (AP 5121.3.)
Some accounts alleged that administrators created and graded make-up work of their own to allow
students to pass. Complaints also held that make-up work consisted of photocopied textbook questions
and that excessive points were awarded for make-up work when teachers refused to provide additional
make-up work or change the student’s grade.
Absence/Truancy Related

Many individuals expressed concerns that excessive absences were not impacting student grading or
graduation. Many teachers alleged that students were pushed through by administration even if they had
missed classes for weeks or months. Absences were said to have no impact on a student’s eligibility for
retaking tests or retrying assignments, or of participating in credit recovery.
Credit recovery programs-District

Students were complained to be offered credit recovery even when scoring below district specified
minimums. Some grade changes due to alternative programs were claimed to be made in excess of grade
increase limits spelled out in MPTS regulations. These and other complaints held that credit recovery
programs paired with a liberal interpretation of “good faith effort” had lowered the bar for students to
be able to pass classes.
Records Issue

Seven complaints referenced a records issue, which could involve direct manipulation, addition to, or
destruction of records. If such efforts were carried out they could potentially hamper inquiries into
graduation rates at individual schools.
Administrative Burden to Fail a Student

In addition to contributing to complaints in the categories above, teachers at four schools described “soft
pressures” from school-level leadership to graduate students in increasing numbers and detailed
administrative mechanisms that created a bias toward passing students. Two separate teachers
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complained that six pages of justification were required when a student received a failing quarter grade
in graduation requirement classes, with no similar process for elective classes.
Three individuals complained that disclaimers were required on every assignment, test, or activity to be
exempted from the grading procedures regarding retake. They further complained if a disclaimer was not
present, students would have a default option to retry or retake the assignment or test. Individuals also
complained a default assumption that students would pass unless teachers notified counselors within
tight timeframes.
Irrelevant-Request for Information

11 individuals made comments that were considered requests for information about the audits or
updates. This also included at least one journalist that tested to see if the email was functional. These
comments were all found to be out of scope.

PGCPS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES REVIEW
Introduction
SOW Task 3.2.1.6 requires A&M to evaluate the protocols, authorities, and practices for certifying
students for graduation. A&M has conducted a thorough review of the key policies and procedures related
to the attendance, grading, promotion, and graduation procedures, which impact graduation certification.
This included a review of legal, regulatory, and procedural requirements, an assessment of the clarity of
individual policies and procedures, and an assessment of PGCPS adherence to established requirements.
A&M’s policy and procedures review serves several key purposes:
1. Establish a baseline of the requirements PGCPS personnel must adhere to, informing investigative
activities, and allow A&M personnel to identify potential wrong-doing;
2. Assess PGCPS’s current structure of administrative policies and procedures, and evaluate the
ability of existing procedures to prevent grade-fixing and graduation rate manipulation;
3. Identify areas for improvement in PGCPS policies and procedures to reduce the risk of grade-fixing
and graduation rate manipulation; and
4. Assess PGCPS’s implementation of procedures to identify gaps in awareness and adherence, and
recommend opportunities to improve communication, controls, and reporting to mitigate any
identified risks.

Approach
In accordance with the SOW task, A&M conducted a review of the relevant laws, regulations, policies and
procedures which govern PGCPS’s attendance, grading, promotion, and graduation certification:
•

State Code: Section 7 of Education Article, Code of Maryland outlines requirements for the State
Board of Education and Local Education Agencies (LEAs), including provisions related to
attendance, curriculum, grading, and graduation which have potential impacts on graduation
reporting by PGCPS.

Use, duplication, or disclosure is subject to restrictions stated in RFP # R00R8400170 with Alvarez & Marsal.
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absences. If the execution of this
procedure in the classroom results
in an “E” grade between 50 and 59,
the student could be considered
eligible for QLM work for credit
recovery

Communications •
and Training

Attendance policies and
•
procedures are communicated to
students, parents, and the
community in Section 5: Student
Attendance of the PGCPS Rights
and Responsibilities Handbook.
This includes defining lawful
absences, unlawful absences, and
truancy, as well as outlining
consequences of unlawful absences
and frequent absences.

No recommendations at this time.

Systems /
Technology

•

Attendance and Grading Modules
are not linked together in
SchoolMAX limiting PGCPS ability
to monitor grades and grading
adjustments for students with
excessive unlawful absences.

•

Configure SchoolMAX to support
monitoring and enforcement of
excessive absence procedures for
grading, or utilizing another
automated tool to identify students
who have excessive absences, and
calculate appropriate grading
adjustments in accordance with
PGCPS procedures.

Monitoring and
Accountability

•

The rewritten version of AP 5113
effective July 1, 2016, which
supersedes the July 1, 2007
procedures, reduced accountability
measures for student attendance.
The following requirements are no
longer required under the updated
AP 5113:
o Teachers must maintain daily
attendance logs for each class.
o Parents or guardians must
notify the school when their

•

Strengthen attendance tracking
procedures to increase the
documentation and communication
of absences.

Use, duplication, or disclosure is subject to restrictions stated in RFP # R00R8400170 with Alvarez & Marsal.
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Communications
and Training

Monitoring and
Accountability

•

When PGCPS changed its grading
procedure in 2016 to assign scores
of 50% for a “good faith effort,”
district leadership sent an email
detailing the changes to guidance
counselors and principals. The
email, dated August 10, 2016,
required principals to share this
information with teachers when
they returned to school the week
of August 15, 2016.

•

Communication of administrative
procedures to teachers usually
takes place in the form of complete
administrative procedures or
through inclusion in school-specific
staff and faculty handbooks, which
provides potential for shift in
meaning. For example, the Suitland
High School 2017-2018 staff
handbook omits a key line
regarding the “good faith effort”
guideline: “If a student does no
work on an assignment or
assessment, the teacher shall
assign a grade of zero.”

•

According to AP 5121.3, grading
monitoring and accountability is
the responsibility of the principal.

•

Support system-wide procedure
changes with all-staff
communications, trainings, and job
aids to reduce risk of
misinterpretations.

•

Create a standard PGCPS Staff and
Faculty Handbook to ensure proper
understanding and uniform
application of procedures across
schools.

•

Develop more-detailed guidelines
on what and how principals should
monitor to ensure adherence to the
grading procedures within their
school.

•

Include grading integrity
requirements for all teachers,
counselors, administrators, and staff
in the grading procedure which
specify prohibited actions related to
unsupported grade changes and

Use, duplication, or disclosure is subject to restrictions stated in RFP # R00R8400170 with Alvarez & Marsal.
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however, A&M has not been able
to identify further materials from
PGCPS on communication or
training related to grade changes
within schools.

to reduce the risk of error and
manipulation, and encourage
consistency in policy and procedure
adherence across PGCPS high
schools.

Systems /
Technology

•

A designated data entry person is
required to input the grade change
information into SchoolMAX.

•

Emphasize the role of Grade
Manager as independent from
counselor, transcript manager,
MPTS coordinator, and
administrator responsible for
verifying all documentation
requirements before affecting grade
changes.

Monitoring and
Accountability

•

PGCPS procedures do not appear
to require or encourage any
independent monitoring function
for grade changes or for cataloging
the use of PS-140 forms. This
process is controlled at the School
level, giving administrators limited
visibility and limited tools to hold
schools accountable.

•

Implement an independent review
function for grade changes at the
school-level.
Perform representative random
sampling of grade changes to
evaluate adherence to policies,
procedures, and timelines, as well as
appropriate inclusion of
documentation requirements.
Report results to PGCPS
administration, internal auditor, and
school board

•

•

Multiple Pathways to Success (MPTS)
The MPTS program is used by high schools within PGCPS and has helped many students meet the course
requirements for graduation. MPTS programs are associated with many grade changes impacting
graduation rates at PGCPS. A&M has reviewed the MPTS handbook to assess their potential impact on
grading, promotion, and graduation. This assessment is not intended to evaluate the academic rigor of
these programs, only to inform this investigation and assess vulnerabilities for grade and graduation rate
manipulation which MPTS may present.
PGCPS’s MPTS program enrollment represents a relatively large student population across nearly all high
schools. Preliminary analysis of data provided by PGCPS administrators indicates that thousands of
students participate in these programs each year, with the largest number of unique students (2,322)
participating in Quarterly Learning Modules in SY16-17.
Use, duplication, or disclosure is subject to restrictions stated in RFP # R00R8400170 with Alvarez & Marsal.
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higher risk of error or
manipulation.

Communications •
and Training

PGCPS has shared no formal
communications or training
documentation related to
graduation certification processes.

Systems /
Technology

•

SchoolMAX enables efficient and
consistent processing of graduation
certification, however, PGCPS does
not currently use the automated
process, opting to have individual
school counselors complete this
process manually.

Monitoring and
Accountability

•

PGCPS administrative procedures
do not require immediate review of
records included for graduation
requirements. Procedures leave
methods for implementation and
accountability to the principal’s
discretion.
PGCPS’s central records office
performs a limited number of
cumulative folder audits annually,
and does not receive files of
graduating students from schools
for several years after graduation.

•

should not be a reason not to
complete forms for those graduating
on-time.
•

Develop appropriate
communications and training for
professional school counselors and
administrators involved in the
process.

•

Consider utilizing SchoolMAX’s
automated capabilities to support
graduation certification. Utilizing
automated tools to increase
consistency and accuracy, and
decrease administrative burden
associated with graduation
certification.

•

Develop standardized accountability
practices that would detect students
being improperly certified for
graduation.
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•

Principals can submit user access
requests for anyone in their school
to have access and user access
requests are approved by IT.

•

User access forms are not
maintained in an accessible central
location. Some of the risk
associated with limited controls
over user access is managed
through SchoolMAX audit records.

Communications
and Training

•

Training on SchoolMAX and its use
is developed and distributed by the
Technology training team. The
training focuses on technical
guidance on how to use the
system.

Systems /
Technology

•

User roles are well-defined within
SchoolMAX.
In recent months, PGCPS has reset
user roles and improved control
over access

•

Monitoring and
Accountability

•

Accountability for actions taken in
SchoolMAX is handled at the school
level unless circumstances
necessitate District involvement.
There is no clear system of controls
over grade and transcript changes.
PGCPS does not formally require
individual high schools to report on
trends or anomalies in SchoolMAX
data, nor does the district require
establishment of any process for
quality assurance over grading
and/or grade changes using the
system.

•

Require user access requests to be
approved by a central office
administrator who is familiar with
the grading procedure and
SchoolMAX roles.

•

Develop communications and
training related to timelines for
grading, requirements for grade
changes, user roles and permissions,
and other controls over error and
fraud.

•

Assess user role alignment with
responsibilities and accountability
requirements

•

Establish a program of monitoring,
reporting, and following up on
excessive grade changes, or grade
changes which are clearly outside of
compliance with procedures.
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INVESTIGATIONS
Data Collection and Population Analysis
Approach
To develop an understanding of the potential scope and impact of grade changes and graduation rate
eligibility, A&M gained an understanding of PGCPS’s student data. The approach included: 1) developing
an understanding of SchoolMAX, PGCPS’s student information system; 2) collecting student data
(attendance, grades, transcripts and graduation information) from SchoolMAX; 3) analyzing student data
to understand the extent of grade changes; and 4) selecting a sample for on-site investigation. Given the
short timeline for the entire investigation, A&M provided summary trends in student data only and has
focused on on-site investigations and evaluation of the validity of complaints of grade manipulations to
alter or increase graduation rates.
Develop Understanding of Data Systems
Key Interviews

A&M conducted several in-person interviews with key PGCPS technology personnel in order to develop
an understanding of PGCPS’s data sources, applications, system controls and the tools and processes.
A&M conducted a group interview with PGCPS’s Chief Information Officer, Student Application
Technology Officer, Student Information Systems Technical Lead and Executive Director for Instructional
Technology and Support. The initial session focused on developing an understanding of SchoolMAX’s
modules, their use, and the reporting and audit trail capabilities of the system.
Following this initial conversation, A&M maintained constant contact with the PGCPS Student
Applications team, reaching out two to three times a week.
A&M also met with the PGCPS Testing, Research, and Evaluation office regarding assessment scores and
alternative graduation validation programs, requesting and collecting Maryland High School Assessment,
Alternative Validation Program, SAT, ACT, and PARCC files. This data was used to validate HSA and AVP
results and for sampling for the on-site investigation.
Review of SchoolMAX Training Materials

A&M reviewed the SchoolMAX Enterprise Configuration Guide and training documentation provided by
PGCPS personnel.
•
•

SchoolMAX Enterprise Configuration Guide – This configuration guide and data dictionary helped
A&M develop an understanding of key data elements within the student information system.
PGCPS internal training guides - The internal guides included screenshots which helped A&M
understand the user interface and features that PGCPS teachers, grade managers, and transcript
managers used. The guides included information on the following topics relevant to the
investigation:
o Publishing Grades
o SchoolMAX/GradeMAX Tutorial
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o
o

Publishing Grades after Previously Publishing Grades
SchoolMAX Service Hour Manual

Data Collection

SchoolMAX, PGCPS’s student information system, is the primary electronic data source for this
investigation. PGCPS uses the third-party software to record attendance, grades, assignments, report
cards, discipline incidents and other information about students. Teachers and school personnel input
student information into the system and parents can view information in real time.
SchoolMAX has three key modules which support the daily, quarterly, and yearly grade keeping by PGCPS.
The following three modules were relevant to the investigation:
1. GradeBook Module (Daily input) - The Gradebook is the lowest level in SchoolMAX that teachers
have access to every day. Here they enter grades for assignments, participation, classwork, and
tests.
2. Grade Module (Quarterly input) - The Grades Module publishes quarter and progress grades. The
final grade is calculated by these grades.
3. Transcript Module (Annual input) - The Transcript Module is mostly used at the end of the year.
Final transcripts are sent to parents from here. This module contains the official student grades
and credit completion.
The focus of this investigation was on the quarterly and final grades in the Grades Module and the final
grades presented within the Transcript Module. The data within the Grades Module automatically flows
through to the Transcript Module at year-end. However, after year-end, individuals with transcript
manager rights have the ability make manual entries to the Transcript module.
A&M collected the following data elements from PGCPS’s SchoolMAX system to inform the analysis
presented within this report. 1
•

•

1

Initial Data Table Request (Received September 10, 2017)
• Grades / Courses
• Enrollment
• Transcripts
• Students
• Users (Faculty and staff associated with courses, User names and details associated with
SchoolMAX entries)
• Attendance records
Subsequent Data Requests
o Transcript changes (from 9/10 – 9/24)
o Summer School Data
 Grades
 Transcripts
 Enrollment

Unless otherwise noted, A&M’s data request was for students from the graduating classes of 2016 and 2017
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On-Site Investigations
Approach
The SOW requires on-site school investigations and the purpose is two-fold: 1) to understand how each
school is implementing the policies and procedures related to grading and recordkeeping that are outlined
in PGCPS policies and procedures and State of Maryland laws and regulations and 2) to review student
records for a sample of 2016 and 2017 graduates so that specific attributes could be tested.
Prior to commencing the on-site investigations, A&M first met with the PGCPS Records Supervisor to
obtain an understanding of where the records that were required to test certain attributes were
maintained. Based on that interview, A&M confirmed that the archival process for the records of the
2016 and 2017 graduates had not yet commenced for any of the schools so, in all instances, the student
cumulative folders would still be in the custody of the individual high schools. Further, all records that
A&M was interested in reviewing - grade change forms, service learning verification forms, Annual
Secondary School Performance Data Summary Cards (PDS Tally Cards) 4 and final transcripts - should be
located in the students’ cumulative folders.
Given that the MPTS quarterly credit recovery programs also gave rise to a number of student grade
changes 5, A&M also spoke with the PGCPS Area III personnel that managed the County’s MPTS programs
to understand the type of support that A&M should expect to see at the schools to support the grade
changes made that impact students who participated in these programs. Based on those interviews, A&M
understood that the standard grade change forms are required to be completed to support changes made
as a result of MPTS quarterly credit recovery programs.
With the understanding developed through the interviews, A&M scheduled site visits for 28 PGCPS high
schools. 6

According to the Maryland Student Records System Manual, “The Student Record (SR) Cards…comprise a system
for keeping written student records. All of the data elements contained on the cards are required, but the actual
formatted cards are not mandatory, except for SR 7.” The PDS Card is listed here as SR Card 3, Annual Secondary
School Performance – Grades 9-12. Student Record Cards (SR Cards) are defined as “The record system prescribed
by the state to assure that accurate and comparable data are maintained for each student prekindergarten to grade
12 in Maryland.”
4

Quarterly credit recovery results in changes to students’ quarterly grades. Full credit recovery does not get
updated to the SchoolMAX Grading Module but is entered directly onto the student transcript, therefore, no grade
changes would result from this credit recovery option.

5

On-site visits were performed at schools with 12th grade classes as these are the schools for which Maryland
calculates graduation rates. Forestville High School closed at the end of SY 15-16. The 2016 graduate records are
currently in the custody of Suitland High School and were therefore reviewed at Suitland HS.
6
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Sampling Methodology
Sample Selection
A&M relied on complaints made prior to the commencement of the investigation to inform the process
used to identify the sample population of students to be reviewed. Many of the complaints focused on
grade changes being made without the knowledge of teachers, to fraudulently boost the high school
graduation rates. Through data analysis, it was evident that the volume of grade changes for 2016 and
2017 graduates significantly increased at the end of the senior year. Year-end changes impacted grades
in Quarters 1, 2, 3 and 4. Data analysis also uncovered a significant number of grade changes occurring
after the final date for the submission of final senior grades (i.e. 5/12/2016 for 2016 graduates and
5/13/2017 for 2017 graduates). Many of these changes significantly increased student grades.
To select the sample of students to be tested at each school, A&M started with the population of 2016
and 2017 graduates described in "Table 5: Population for Investigation” of this report. Based on the
allegations of misuse of the grade change process to enhance graduation rates, A&M focused on
graduates with grade changes made after final grade cutoff for seniors - The final grade cutoff dates for
seniors were 5/13/2016 and 5/12/2017 in 2016 and 2017, respectively. After that date, teachers no
longer had access in SchoolMAX to modify senior grades. Between final grade cutoff and the date that
the PGCPS Applications team runs the script to calculate final grades (5/23 in both 2016 and 2017), only
school personnel with grade manager level access are able to make grade changes in SchoolMAX. The
grade changes were then stratified into two groups: grade changes between 5/14 and 5/23 and post-5/23
grade changes. Of this population, A&M noted that a total of 5,496 graduates (i.e. 36% of total 2016 and
2017 high school graduates) was impacted by at least one of these late grade changes which increased
grades 7.
Once the sampling population described above was identified, A&M then selected a random sample of
students from each high school among the 5,496 graduates with late grade change increases. The sample
consisted of 20 percent of the students in the sampling population for each school with a minimum of 30
students selected for each school. In schools where the sample population was less than 30 students, the
entire population was included in the sample. There were 1,212 students included in the sample.
Attribute Testing

A&M’s goal in testing the sample of students at each high school was to obtain and review support for all
grade changes in the sample to understand the nature of those changes. It was also to assess the school’s
compliance with PGCPS administrative procedures around grade changes and recordkeeping. The
attributes of the sample that were tested for compliance include the following:
•
•

Grade Change Forms
o Were grade change forms fully completed for all grade changes with appropriated sign
off? Was supporting documentation attached?
PDS Tally Cards completed

These 5,496 students, and the 1,212 in the sample, were affected by late grade changes which were not first
grade entries.

7
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•

•

o Were PDS Tally Cards completed and signed off prior to graduation?
o Does the PDS Tally Card reflect that the student was eligible for graduation?
Final transcript
o Is there a final transcript printed prior to graduation?
o Does the final transcript appear to be consistent with the PDS Tally Card?
o Based on transcript, was student eligible to graduate? 8
Service Learning Verification Forms
o Were forms located in student cumulative folders?
o Did forms reflect the minimum of 24 required hours for graduation certification?

Once the above information was obtained from the school site-visits, A&M performed a detailed review
of the documentation obtained.

School Visits
Interviews
During school site visits, A&M also interviewed various personnel involved with grade entry and
graduation certification. Individuals interviewed consisted of grade managers, registrars, MPTS
Coordinators, guidance counselors and principals among others.
Interviews focused on understanding the processes around grade changes and recordkeeping, the process
to certify students for graduation and the timing around it, the culture within the school and PGCPS, the
interviewees’ observations on the complaints, and the school’s understanding of and adherence to PGCPS
grading procedures.
Tip Log Follow-Up
A&M also used the complaints received through the tip line and email to inform the interview questions
asked at the schools. In instances where there were complaints specifically made against the school, the
questioning was focused on those complaints in a manner that would allow A&M to maintain the
anonymity of any individuals from whom the complaints were received. More details regarding the types
of complaints received are included in the Complaints and Follow-Up Section above. School specific
complaints are summarized in site-specific summaries in Appendix A – School Summaries.
Eligibility Testing
A&M reviewed three items to determine whether students were eligible or ineligible to graduate:
•
•
•

Grade changes and associated documentation
Student transcripts
Service learning hours

Please see Transcript validation section of this report that describes the process employed to analyze the
transcripts.

8
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Grade Changes
A&M reviewed late grade changes in the senior year for the graduating classes of 2016 and 2017.
Grade changes are considered late if they occurred after the teacher grade deadline of May 13,
2016 or May 12, 2017, the final grade cutoff for seniors. Final grades are calculated and posted to
Transcripts on May 23 and any changes to final grades or transcripts done after this date must be
made manually. Out of all late grade changes, A&M focused on those that impacted final grades
or the transcript, specifically, all grade changes that occurred between May 14 and May 22 and
any grade changes on or after May 23 with a manual change to the final grade or transcript.
For these late grade changes that affected the final grade or transcript, A&M located relevant grade
change (PS-140) forms or documentation for completion of credit recovery programs.
During document review, A&M evaluated each set of student records to identify each student record
which failed to meet the requirements outlined above, and categorized student information to
demonstrate the degree of non-compliance in PGCPS record-keeping. Each grade change was categorized
as fully-documented, partially-documented, or undocumented.
Once each grade change was categorized, each unique student was placed in a category based on his or
her least documented grade change.
Student Transcripts
Through analysis of student transcripts, A&M identified students who did not meet the 16-core credit or
the 21 total credit requirements. Once identified, A&M manually reviewed each transcript to identify
students who did not meet MSDE and PGCPS course requirements for graduation.
Additionally, A&M received SchoolMAX data on both September 10, 2017 and October 24, 2017. Upon
review, A&M was able to determine numerous transcripts had been manually changed between these
two dates. Grades were examined before and after the change to determine which of these students had
a change which enabled them to graduate when they were ineligible.
Service Learning Hours
A&M also received data for the number of service learning hours each student completed. Through this
data, A&M identified students who did not meet the service learning hours requirement.
Transcript Analysis
A&M developed several key analyses based on PGCPS’s transcript module data in SchoolMAX. Based on
MSDE graduation requirements and PGCPS’s Administrative Procedure 6150, A&M established a list of
core required courses in English, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies, and other graduation
requirements, including Fine Arts, Physical Education, Health Education, and Technology Education. A&M
utilized the PGCPS academic catalog and identified all courses which met these requirements in order to
develop queries to search for potentially ineligible transcripts. The resulting query was executed on the
sample set of 1,212 students identified for review through the On-Site investigations approach outlined
below. The resulting list of potentially ineligible transcripts was then checked carefully to identify
graduates for whom transcripts did not substantiate graduation either by completion of the core 16
credits, or by the completer credits outlined in AP6150.
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In addition to this transcript analysis, A&M used data from the transcript module to assess the impact of
grade changes on graduation eligibility of students.
PGCPS SchoolMAX users assigned the role of “Transcript Manager” have the ability to directly modify
student transcripts to reflect grades which may not be present in SchoolMAX. This feature, referred to by
PGCPS staff as “pramming” is intended to be used to update transcripts to reflect credits for transfers or
dual enrollment. Based on the statements by several PGCPS staff during the on-site investigation, A&M
developed further analysis to assess the risk of direct transcript modifications made to student records
after graduation. A&M assessed the degree to which manual transcript modifications were used to change
transcripts after all district grading deadlines had passed, and throughout the course of the investigation.
Due to limitations of historical data, A&M was only able to identify these occurrences related to 2017
graduates which took place during the investigation, between September 10, 2017 and October 24, 2017.
Results of this analysis are included below, and as appropriate in site-specific summaries in Appendix A –
School Summaries.
Document Review/Categorization of Findings
As A&M reviewed documentation collected from site visits, A&M used the following definitions to
categorize document review findings across the sample set of students who graduated in 2016 or 2017.
1. Valid and Fully-Documented Graduation
•
•
•

All grade changes are substantiated by appropriate supporting documentation in accordance
with PGCPS procedures.
Review of transcript and other supporting information indicate that students have met
graduation requirements for core credits and completers.
Grade change reflects completion of MPTS program (QLM) and MPTS program team has
provided A&M with the QLM or other make-up work for review.

2. Grade Change with Limited Documentation
•

Grade change form (PS-140) is present, but not appropriately signed off or completed in
accordance with PGCPS procedures.

•

Grade change form indicates that make-up work is the reason for the grade change, but no
evidence of make-up work has been provided (excludes where QLMs have been found).
Grade Change form has not been provided, however – other documentation for grade change
exists which does not meet the requirements of PGCPS procedures (example – email from
teacher or principal requesting grade change).

•

3. Grade Change without Documentation
•
•
•

No documentation is provided to support grade change.
Excludes any record where QLM review has found the grade change is substantiated by
completion of learning module as identified in review.
Includes grade changes due to QLM completion which exceed the standard (10 points) offered
by the MPTS program.

4. Does Not Meet Graduation Requirements
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•
•

Transcripts do not meet requirements for graduation:
o Missing one or more core classes.
o Short of required total credits.
Service learning hour requirement not met.

Other Irregularities
During document review, A&M evaluated each set of student records to identify each student record
which failed to meet the requirements outlined above, and categorized student information to
demonstrate the degree of non-compliance. The team also noted instances of irregularities which may
require further investigation:
•
•
•
•

Transcript modifications which were made after student had graduated.
Grade changes from fail to pass after graduation day.
Grade changes for early quarter grades which aren’t posted until May or June.
Make-up work accounting for 50% or higher increase.

Academic Validation Projects (AVP) and QLM Validation
During site visits to PGCPS High Schools, A&M was unable to review several pieces of supporting
documentation for graduates in its intended sample. A&M conducted a site visit to the Area III office to
verify the completeness and accuracy of the following documentation:
•

•

•

•

Academic Validation Projects: Projects completed in lieu of achieving a passing score on a subject
test for the Maryland High School Assessment. A&M asked to review AVPs to confirm that AVP
completion status documented to support graduation reflected the completion of an appropriate
number of projects.
APEX Documentation: APEX Online Learning serves as a source of original credit for some PGCPS
student. This externally managed system contributes credits which support some students in
meeting graduation requirements. A&M requested to review score reports generated by APEX to
verify grades received through the platform were accurately reflected on sample student
transcripts.
Credit Recovery Documentation: Compass Learning provided online recovery programs that
allowed students to recover credits for failing courses through an online platform, allowing
students to record passing grades for previously failed courses that are required for graduation.
A&M requested to review score reports generated by Compass to verify grades received through
the platform were accurately reflected on sample student transcripts.
Quarterly Learning Module Work Packets: QLM work packets produced by the MPTS program
offered students who had scored between 50% and 59% in the original course an opportunity to
recover credits for one or more failed quarter. A&M requested to review QLM packets to verify
completion, and score reports to verify that grades had been entered properly.

To facilitate efficient review, A&M provided a list of sample students and identified requested
evidence for each students three days in advance of this review. A&M sought to validate each of the
following:
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•
•
•
•

309 AVPs
14 APEX grade reports
24 online recovery grade reports
78 QLM packets

On October 19, 2017, A&M conducted an on-site review of documentation at the John Eager Howard
Administrative Annex in Capitol Heights, Maryland. During this visit, A&M reviewed evidence to verify the
documentation of each program. A&M did not assess the quality, academic rigor, or alignment with
curriculum standards for any of these programs.
Upon arrival, Area III staff provided A&M with the requested records. Each record was reviewed for
existence, completeness, and grading by a four-member team from A&M. Documentation which was
initially identified as missing was noted for follow-up by the Area III staff supporting the site visit, and
provided within 48 hours and reviewed upon receipt.
AVP
A&M physically examined AVP bundles for 309 students to check for the presence of AVP packets for each
student in our provided student sample. The subjects for which each student had completed AVPs were
recorded and checked against reported requirements. A&M checked for the presence of the required
number of projects and two independently graded score rubric sheets for each project.
Upon the initial receipt of AVPs, packets for seven students could not be located. A list of these students
was provided to Area III staff. Staff quickly located these records and produced them for review upon
A&M’s second visit to the facility. PGCPS produces all requested student AVPs, and A&M noted that AVP
packets were substantially complete and contained the necessary documents to verify that they had been
scored. A&M evaluated the completion, grading, and document retention practices associated with AVPs
to be satisfactory.
APEX:
A&M reviewed physical copies of grade reports produced by APEX, and verified that each student’s score,
as reflected in APEX was appropriately entered in grading systems. PGCPS provided documentation for all
requested APEX students, and A&M verified that all APEX grades were reflected appropriately on
transcripts.
Credit Recovery:
A&M reviewed electronic copies of gradebooks for Quarterly Online Learning provided by Edgenuity
(owner of Compass) to verify that grade changes impacted by credit recovery programs were reflected in
SchoolMAX appropriately. According to PGCPS staff and an Edgenuity point of contact, due in-part to the
recent end to the Compass contract, and the purchase of Compass by Edgenuity – not all records could
be verified using Compass’s systems. Of the 24 online recovery courses with the potential to affect grades
for students in the sample, 22 were verified as fully-documented using Compass grade reports. For the
remaining two students, PGCPS provided internal grade reports; A&M considered these grade changes to
be partially-documented.
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QLM:
A&M assessed the presence of completed QLM packets and verified that each had been graded. The QLM
student sample consisted of 58 students that completed a total of 78 QLMs in SY15-16 and SY16-17.
To identify whether appropriate grading adjustments had been made, A&M recorded each subject for
which a student had completed a QLM and checked whether scores had been awarded for each packet
and recorded those results. Upon initial review, A&M identified students with missing QLMs and
requested additional documentation from Area III staff.
Area III staff provided the appropriate QLMs for 26 students, but could not produce physical packets for
the remaining students. For 22 of the remaining students, Area III staff provided QLM contracts which
reflected the grade earned, but were unable to provide the work packet provided by the student. For the
remaining 10 students in the sample, no documentation was provided. For grade change evaluation
within the sample, A&M considered sample grade changes supported by QLMs to be fully documented,
grade change supported by QLM contacts to be partially documented, and grade changes without
documentation to be undocumented.
Integrating Results into Sample Analysis
The results of the QLM and QOL findings on fully-documented, partially-documented, and fully
documented grade changes were integrated into the sample analysis where appropriate to improve the
identified level of documentation for a given grade change. Where PS-140 forms or other documentation
supported the same grade change, the best-documented status was reported.

Findings and Observations
Transcript Analysis Findings
Based on the automated transcript analysis, and subsequent review of individual transcripts, A&M
identified 56 total transcripts out of the testing sample of 1,212 students (4.6%) which either lacked core
required courses or completer credits as outlined in AP 6150. Included within this calculation are 16
individual transcripts which did not meet graduation requirements when the students were certified to
graduate, but were modified between September 10, 2017 and October 24, 2017 utilizing the pramming
feature with grade changes which made the transcripts appear eligible for graduation.

Table 12: Ineligible Transcripts by Year

This assessment of transcript eligibility was limited to the 1,212 transcripts which were pulled in support
of the on-site investigation. The transcripts found as ineligible to graduate as presented in the table above
reflect their eligibility at the time they were certified for graduation. Individual schools where transcript
modifications were apparent have been identified in Appendix A: School Summaries.
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Document Review Findings
During the site visits, A&M attempted to obtain supporting documentation for the 2,640 post-final grade
cut-off quarterly grade changes that affected the 1,212 students in the sample. A&M noted that a
substantial number of the grade changes that occurred after May 23 were made by teachers, not grade
managers and supporting documentation for these changes was not located during the site visits. Per
follow up with the Applications team, A&M determined that for any changes occurring after May 23 to
impact final grades, the final grades would have to be manually updated. The school would then have to
manually update the transcripts or submit a request to the Applications team for the database
administrator to post the schools updated final grades to transcript. A&M reviewed all manual changes
to student grades and transcripts post May 23 and determined that only 724 quarterly grade changes
ultimately impacted final student grades and/or transcripts. These changes impacted 592 courses for 395
students. The quarterly grade changes analyzed are summarized in the table below.

Table 13: Sample and Grade Change Summary 9

Of 1,212 students in the sample tested, 395 had quarterly grade changes that impacted a student’s final
grade or transcript.
Table 14 summarizes A&M’s findings based on a review of the Grade Change Forms, PDS Tally Cards and
Transcripts obtained during the site visits. Overall, documentation supporting quarterly grade changes
was limited, PDS Tally Cards, if completed, were done after graduation and the vast majority of transcripts
obtained were completed after graduation.

9

Grade changes for 2016 and 2017 graduated classes were compared to their respective grade change timelines
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Table 14: Document Review - Consolidated Findings

A&M’s review revealed that a substantial number of grade changes for which supporting documentation
should be available were completely undocumented.
Other Control Findings
A&M obtained an understanding of the documentation required by PGCPS to certify students for
graduation through an interview with the PGCPS Records Supervisor as well as through a review of the
Administrative Procedures. In addition to reviewing grade changes, A&M also tested controls around
process of certifying students for graduation by reviewing the PDS Tally Cards and final transcripts from
schools for the sample tested. Findings are noted in Table 15 below.

Table 15: Other Control Findings
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A&M’s review revealed that a large number of PDS Tally Cards were not completed for the graduating
classes of 2016 and 2017 tested and of the PDS Tally Cards that were actually completed, approximately
half were completed after graduation.
The majority of transcripts were dated after graduation, and of those approximately half were printed
during the A&M site visit.
Key Observations
A&M’s site visits yielded observations that can be classified into the following three categories:
1. The District does not adhere to policies and procedures related to grading and graduation
certification.
2. School level recordkeeping related to grading and graduation certification is poor
3. Irregularities Resulting in Graduation Rate Increases
The observations are explained in greater detail in the section below.
District Does Not Adhere to Policies and Procedures
Grading Procedures

50% minimum grade with good faith effort improperly applied/interpreted by teachers and schools. Some
schools are providing minimum grades of 50% regardless of whether a "good faith effort" has been
demonstrated.
Attendance

In the majority of high schools, it was evident that the PGCPS grading policies regarding truancy and
excessive unlawful absences were not being adhered to. Based on interviews at schools, many students
with unlawful absences were actively followed up with, but the numbers of days absent was not a factor
in grading. Schools actively tried to re-engage truant students, offering opportunities to make-up the
work that they had missed.
As noted in the data analysis section of this report, a substantial number of students in the graduating
classes of 2016 and 2017 had unlawful absences over 10 days in their senior years but all still graduated.
MPTS Handbook

Rules outlined in the MPTS handbook are not consistently followed by the schools. Though the MPTS
handbook notes that grade change forms are required for quarter grade changes made as a result of a
student obtaining a passing grade in the Quarterly Online Learning (QOL) and QLMs recovery programs,
most high schools do not follow this rule. In addition, both the QOL and the QLMs have minimum grade
requirements of 40% and 50%, respectively, that must be met before a student can be considered eligible
to participate in the program. A&M has noted various instances where students that were ineligible
because their grades did not meet these minimum requirements, yet the students were still allowed to
participate in the QOL and QLM credit recovery programs.
According to the MPTS handbook, The QOL and QLM programs only enable a student to recover to a
maximum grade of 65%. A&M has noted instances where students completed QLMs with grades higher
that 65% and the students’ grades were changed to the grade actually earned rather that assigning the
maximum of 65% as outlined in the handbook.
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Grading Timeline

Based on data analysis and confirmed during the on-site investigations, it is evident that that grading
timelines are not adhered to at most PGCPS high schools. In all instances, the volume of grade changes
made after the final senior grade cut-off is significant. Further, in many instances, these changes result
students receiving grades that change their final grade in a class from failing to passing. These late
quarterly grade changes impact not only Q4, but all quarters.
Make-up Work

Schools are submitting grade changes for "completion of make-up work" towards the end of the senior
year. The submitted grade changes are impacting all quarters and are not in line with the PGCPS
procedures which have a narrow timeline in which make-up work can be submitted.
Poor Recordkeeping
Grade Change Forms

Some schools were unaware that formal grade change forms were required and converted the process to
an online one where changes were requested electronically through the use of a google spreadsheet. In
other instances, there was an awareness of the procedure but it was not being consistently followed (i.e.
some grade changes were supported and others were not). Many schools were unaware that grade
change forms and supporting documentation were required to be maintained in student cumulative
folders. In those instances, the grade manager often maintained binders with grade change forms in
his/her office.
In at least one school, grade change forms were actively completed after the fact. Staff at the school
anonymously indicated that this was done in preparation for on-site investigation.
In most instances grade change forms did not have any supporting documentation attached and it was
therefore difficult to validate that make-up work was, in fact, completed or that there was an error in data
entry, for example.
Graduation Certification

Each school has their own process in place to certify students for graduation. In most instances, students’
credits are checked at the commencement of the senior year, senior contracts are signed indicating the
courses, credits and service learning hours required for students to meet graduation requirements. Many
schools utilize the graduating cohort google spreadsheet distributed by MSDE to track students’ progress.
In no instances did A&M note where schools utilized the PDS Tally Cards to keep track of student
graduation requirements. In all instances, PDS Tally Cards were completed after student were already
certified for graduation and are treated more like an administrative task required only to support the
archival/microfilming process.
A&M also noted instances where schools made changes to student transcripts after final senior grades
posted and in some instances, after students already graduated.
Service Learning Verification

In addition to the data analysis, A&M performed a high-level review of service learning verification forms
are not consistently maintained in student cumulative folders so A&M was not able verify their existence
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for all students in the sample. In addition, A&M noted numerous service learning forms where students
were given credit for donating money, coats, and other items as opposed to providing services to
approved entities.
A&M performed an analysis of the service learning hours for the student in the sample and noted that 3
of the students in the sample (1 in 2016 and 2 in 2017) did not meet the required minimum 24 service
learning hours required for graduation.
Irregularities Resulting in Graduation Rate Increases
Goal Seeking

During a review of student records, A&M has noted handwritten marking on transcripts where schools
are performing math to determine the grade change required for a student to pass a class. Additionally, a
disproportionate number of grade changes result in students achieving the minimum passing grade of 240
points.
Post-Graduation Grade and Transcript Manipulation

A&M has noted multiple instances where student transcripts were updated after students had already
graduated. In some instances, transcripts were modified after the commencement of this investigation.
Excessive Extra Credit Opportunities for Failing Seniors

In most high schools, principals encouraged teachers to offer failing seniors make-up work. Often the
principals explained that teachers were asked to provide seniors who were only within a few points of
passing a class the option to complete extra credit work so that they could obtain a passing grade and
meet graduation requirements. Principals noted that although these requests were made of teachers,
the ultimate decision on whether the student was offered the extra credit opportunity was at the
individual teacher’s discretion and they were adamant that no teachers were forced or coerced to do so.
Many of these extra credit changes were made to earlier quarters.
Unofficial Credit Recovery Programs

Some schools were found by A&M to have unofficial, school-based credit recovery programs to
complement the PGCPS centrally administered credit recovery. In some instances, the schools utilized
the QLM packets but graded them in-house rather than submitting them through the centralized grading
process established by PGCPS. At some schools, the packets were not graded at all, but rather, once a
student completed the packets they were given credit for doing so regardless of the quality of their
responses. The grade changes resulting from these unofficial programs were often substantial and
resulted in failing seniors ultimately passing classes.
Some schools noted that this this option was offered to students whose grades were too low to qualify
for the official QLM program which required students to have a quarterly grade between 50 and 59 to be
eligible. This unofficial credit recovery was therefore being administered to students with lower scores
and giving them the opportunity to earn more than the 10-point maximum offered under the QLM
program. In all instances noted, these recovery packets were provided towards the end of the senior year
when students when had failed their specific courses. In some instances, these unofficial programs were
administered by guidance counselors or administration and there was no indication that teachers were
made aware of the resulting grade changes.
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Based on A&M’s site visits for 28 schools, we identified twelve types of findings, falling into three broad
categories. The above table summarizes the findings located at each school. More detail is provided in
the Appendix A – School Summaries.

Observations and Recommendations
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Goal Seeking
Excessive Extra Credit Post-Grad Grade
Unofficial Credit
Opportunities for
and Transcript
Recovery Programs
Failing Seniors
Manipulation

Irregularities Resulting in Graduation Rate Increases

Ineligible
Graduates

Observations

Per a review of the transcripts of the sample, A&M noted 59 instances
(4% of the sample tested) where the information on the students
transcripts were insufficient to meet graduation requirements.

A&M has noted where marking on transcripts where schools are
performing math to determine the grade change required for a
student to pass a class. Additionally, a disproportionate number of
grade changed result in students achieving the minimum passing
grade of 240 points.
The team has noted multiple instances where student transcripts
were updated after students had already graduated. In some
instances, transcripts were actually modified after the
commencement of this investigation.

Recommendations

Graduation certification should be automated in SchoolMAX through
use of the Graduation Module. However, until the process can be
automated, schools should ensure that PDS tally cards are utilized to
assist in tracking a student's path to graduation rather that as an
administrative task completed after students have already
matriculated. Transcripts should be reviewed to ensure accuracy and
This may require further investigation/monitoring by the District.

The District should place controls around when transcripts of
graduated students can be accessed. There should be a cut-off point
prior to graduation at which schools no longer have access to modify
transcripts. For all modifications after graduation, schools should first
be required to submit a request to the Applications team.

Teachers are encouraged by school administration to provide seniors
who are within a few points of passing a class the option to complete
extra credit work so that they can obtain a passing grade and meet
graduation requirements.

District policies are silent regarding the provision of additional credit.
No policies exist that outline when and how additional work or extra
credit, can be applied, if at all.

Some schools are utilizing QLM packets but grading them in-house
rather than submitting them through the centralized grading process
established by PGCPS. At some schools, the packets were not graded
at all but rather, once a student completed the packets they were
given credit for doing so regardless of the quality of the student
responses.

District should discontinue use of QLMs until a formal oversight
function is place to ensure that schools are not administering inhouse credit recovery to students (note: per our interview with
District staff, the QLM program has been discontinued).

Table 17: Observations and Recommendations
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Conclusion and Impact Analysis
During on-site school reviews, A&M reviewed grade change forms, PDS Tally Cards, final transcripts and
service learning verification forms for the student sample tested. The student files reviewed during the
on-site investigation yielded the following results:
•

•
•

4.9% or 59 of the students included in the sample were determined to be ineligible to
graduate due to a student not earning sufficient credits on their transcript to graduate or a
student not meeting the service learning requirement.
A&M was unable to determine graduation eligibility for 297 students or 24.5% of the sample
population due to insufficient or no documentation supporting grade changes.
Because this sample is selected randomly from the late grade change population of 5,496
students, these findings cannot be assumed to hold true to the larger population of 15,215
students in the graduating classes of 2016 and 2017.

The results of the sample testing of student records are reflected in the table below

Table 18: Consolidated Summary

Of the 1,212 students with grade changes, 796 did not have grade changes that impacted final grades. Of
the 416 students with grade changes that impacted final grades, 58 (13.9%) students had grade changes
that were fully-documented, 85 (20.4%) students had grade changes with limited documentation, and 212
(51.0%) students had grade changes with no documentation.
The sample of 1,212 students tested was from a population of 5,496 students identified as having late
grade change increases after final grade entry cutoff dates for seniors. Because this sample is selected
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randomly from the late grade change population of 5,496 students, these findings cannot be assumed to
hold true to the larger population of 15,215 students in the graduating classes of 2016 and 2017.
Further review of records outside of the late grade change population would be necessary to assess the
graduation eligibility of the remaining 9,719 students for which this sample is not representative. Because
our sample focused on late grade changes only, we have not recalculated graduation rates within this
report.
A&M identified the following recommendations for PGCPS to improve practices, oversight and
accountability around grading policies, grade changes, and graduation certification. Execution of these
recommendations will improve practices and internal controls, ensuring high school students meet
graduation requirements prior to graduation.
1. Clarify policies and procedures and provide regular training to increase awareness and
understanding and improve adherence to policies and procedures.
2. Minimize the potential risk of mismanagement and discourage fraud through automation of
recordkeeping and increased controls.
3. Increase monitoring and accountability to ensure adherence to grading policies, grade changes
and graduation certification policies and procedures.
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APPENDIX A: SCHOOL SUMMARIES
The following school summaries present notes from school visits, combined with school specific findings
developed throughout the course of this performance audit. A&M recommends these school summaries
be used to support follow-up on school-specific issues to understand and remediate challenges related to
grading and graduation certification.
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runs on a different system and timeline. Of the 36 students with grade changes that impacted final grades,
all 36 (100.0%) students had grade changes that were fully-documented, no students had grade changes
with limited documentation, and no students had grade changes with no documentation. For additional
information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the “Sampling Methodology” section of the
report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•
•

Extremely clean recordkeeping with essentially all policies adhered to.
All PDS Tally Cards and transcripts were present and accounted for when requested.

Grading Procedures: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

•

Many courses AHS students participate in are taken at PGCC are on a semester basis and
professors are not required to enter grades twice a week in SchoolMAX, progress and quarter
grades are coded as incomplete while in progress at PGCC, and then a grade change is made to
translate student grades into scores for their transcript at Academy of Health Sciences.
The standard PGCPS good faith effort grading procedure is not strictly deployed at Academy of
Health Sciences as that is not a PGCC policy. Because so many of the courses in the curriculum are
PGCC courses, expectations are that the students abide by those policies.
Staff stated standard PGCPS policies are written too vaguely and with not enough attention to
upholding standards to be successfully deployed at the Academy of Health Sciences.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•
•

All of the PDS Tally Cards are signed and dated just prior to graduation. They are completely filled
out for each year with classes and grades provided.
Two transcripts were modified after graduation to reflect completion of PGCC courses,
indicating that transcripts did not include graduation requirement courses at the time of
certification for graduation.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•

This school does not deploy MPTS programs, with the exception of APEX in certain specific cases.
APEX use and applicability seems understood.
QLMs are not offered or used at AHS.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
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•
•

Students typically had a greater number of service learning hours than required.
There were some student service learning verification forms that were duplicates across multiple
student folders. A&M determined that these were filled out for events that the students jointly
attended by the guidance counselor, though the intent did not seem nefarious.

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•

Staff uniformly believed that there was not any grade manipulation happening on their campus.

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•
•

No irregularities documented with the exception of the copied service learning forms described
in a previous section.
Two 2017 graduates’ transcripts had courses prammed to their transcripts in September 2017,
likely due to a lack of cohesion between the grading systems at AHS and PGCC and not because
the two students did not successfully complete the classes in question.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

The only recent change was the revocation of grade manager rights for the registrar. They
attributed this to county policy.

School-Specific Complaint Log Summary
A&M received no specific complaints related to Academy of Health Sciences.
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no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to? Have
sample records been identified as missing?
•
•

•

All cumulative folders were provided. Transcripts were printed during the site visit.
Very few PS-140 forms were found, but even fewer grade change forms had the proper supporting
documentation. The Grade Manager also provided a two-foot stack of grade change forms that
had not yet been filed in cumulative folders.
Approximately 50% of the students’ service learning forms were found in the cumulative folders.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

Generally, it seems that the grading procedures are adhered to. The principal was adamant that
she requires all grade change forms to be accompanied by appropriate supporting documentation
prior to authorizing any changes. Attendance policies are not enforced.
The new grading procedures posted on Bladensburg’s website omits sections of AP 5121.3,
presenting the grade change process as principal or SIT driven, rather than teacher driven.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

PDS Tally Cards are not utilized to certify students for graduation. The registrar prepares a Google
Spreadsheet that the counselors review based on their Senior Agreements and electronic
transcripts. The PDS Tally Cards are completed subsequent to graduation by the Registrar. The
SY15-16 and SY16-17 PDS Tally Cards were not completed at the time of our visit, as the Registrar
had been on medical leave for a significant period of time. The registrar communicated that there
was a plan in place to ensure the PDS Tally Cards would be up to date by the end of the current
school year.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

It appears that the staff understands the MPTS policies and endeavors to make options available
to students who need them.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

The service learning verification forms that were provided appeared to be completed properly
and generally in accordance with the requirements in terms of hours and types of activities.
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However, not every student had these forms in their files, nor did every form we reviewed have
the requisite number of hours. The transcripts reviewed for our sample selection indicated that
service learning hour requirements were met for all students.
Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team?
•

No specific complaints were made and none of the people we spoke to believed anything
nefarious was taking place at their school.

Evidence of Irregularities: During your review, have you identified irregularities? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•
•

For one of the students in our sample selection, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd quarter grades were approved
and changed on May 19, 2017 for “Completion of make-up work” (French 2).
For a second student in our sample selection, both a normal grade change form and an MPTS
(APEX Learning) form authorized multiple quarter grade changes for the same class (French 2).

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

Bladensburg updated their Grading Procedures on September 11, 2017. However, it is unclear
whether this was in response to the complaints or investigation.

School-Specific Complaint Log Summary
A&M received no specific complaints related to Bladensburg High School.
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•
•
•

Require students to complete service learning hours with MSDE-approved organizations. Retain
service learning verification forms in the student cumulative folders.
Strictly enforce procedures related to make-up work completion relative to period end dates.
Ensure compliance with all requirements for make-up work as outlined in grading procedures.
Ensure adherence to attendance-related grading procedures.

Additional Analysis and Investigation
•

Further investigate grade changes for multiple quarters that are approved and changed at the end
of the year.
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that impacted final grades, no students had grade changes that were fully-documented, 7 (50.0%)
students had grade changes with limited documentation, and 4 (28.6%) students had grade changes with
no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

•
•

Student record files are generally organized. Transcript and/or and PDS Tally Cards were missing
for four students in the graduating class of 2016 and two students in the graduating class of 2017,
however the staff found these later and provided them for pickup.
Staff reported that PS-140 forms are only used when teachers request grade changes or when
principals request grade changes due to teacher absence.
Of the PS-140 forms found, the majority noted the reason for the grade change as “Completion
of make-up work.” If documentation was attached, it came in the form of a gradebook printout
with the grade that was changed. In addition, staff reported that some teachers may wait until
the end of the year to complete their PS-140 forms.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•
•

Attendance-related grading procedures are not enforced strictly because of cases of parent
pushback. However, the principal claims the school differentiates between 11 absences and 50
absences, believing that students with excessive unlawful absences should not be given the
chance to complete MPTS programs. Additionally, staff reported that Bowie High School does not
notify parents and students of excessive absences as required by policy prior to giving a student
a failing grade.
Administrators report resistance amongst staff toward the new grading procedures, particularly
for assigning 50% for “good faith effort.”
Administrators report some teachers may provide make-up work for unlawful absences.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

Only two students in the graduating class of 2017 had PDS Tally Cards that were completed before
graduation. Seven students in the graduating class of 2016 and nine students in the graduating
class of 2017 had PDS Tally Cards completed on the day of graduation. PDS Tally Cards for the
remaining students were completed after the date of graduation. While generally completed
appropriately, several PDS Tally Cards were found in which credits were misplaced in the tally
sheet or totals were added up incorrectly.
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MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

•

Administrators reported resistance amongst staff towards MPTS programs, particularly QLMs. In
addition, staff claimed that only about half of the students pass QLMs and a teacher support
session was not well attended. Thus, QLM participation is low at Bowie.
Administrators report resistance amongst teachers towards the new grading procedures, such as
when grades are changed due to MPTS programs. However, administrators claim that teachers
should know about these grade changes because teachers know student grades before credit
recovery is completed and that students should get grade increases from doing credit recovery.
However, teachers are not formally notified when students complete credit recovery and receive
grade changes as a result.
PS-140 forms are not used for grade changes related to MPTS programs. Rather, the grade
manager makes these changes based on lists of students who pass credit recovery. The principal
claims the district has not provided direction on how to handle these grade changes.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

While service learning verification forms were not stored in cumulative folders for all students,
the forms found appeared to be completed properly and generally in accordance with the
requirements in terms of hours and types of activities.

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•

No specific complaints were made.

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

One of the transcripts that needed to be picked up at a later date was signed in October 2017.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

No recent changes to policies, procedures, or roles have been made.
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students had grade changes with limited documentation, and 10 (45.5%) students had grade changes with
no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•
•

•

Recordkeeping practices do not seem to be well understood. Grade change forms are often
included within the file, but they are typically initiated and signed off by the counselor.
Many of these grade changes consist of final grade changes rather than quarter grade changes,
with the explanation given that the counselor was not aware that changes to quarter grades could
be made after grade cut-off.
Make-up work is not included along with the grade change form. It was stated at the school that
make-up work was retained in a box in the counselor’s office, but was not organized by student,
making it difficult to tie specific work completed to grade change forms.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•

•
•

50% minimum grade for “good faith effort” seems accepted and followed based on interviews
with school personnel.
School encourages teachers to provide extra credit opportunities to failing seniors when within a
few points of earning a passing grade at end of school year. This work is described by the school
as “make-up work” but is not consistent with make-up work as defined in PGCPS Administrative
Procedure 5121.3.
No support was provided for the grade changes that were made and typically teacher signatures
were not included on the forms.
The school does not strictly consider attendance in determining student grades, instead giving
multiple opportunities to recover grades regardless of attendance.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

•

PDS Tally Cards are not filled out until after graduation and are not actively used in the process of
graduation certification. These forms were often filled out during off months. Interviewees felt
that the requirement to fill out these cards was time consuming and, given that the counselors
were on a 10-month schedule, it was difficult for them to complete the forms prior to the end of
the school year.
Transcripts provided were printed on 10/12/2017, but signed and dated on June 1st. Transcript
data reveals that transcripts in sample population were updated after graduation. In some
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•

instances, updates were made to 2016 and 2017 student transcripts subsequent to the
commencement of this investigation.
Student Intervention Team (SIT) process plays a significant role in the certification process. During
SIT meetings, focus is placed on failing seniors and teachers are encouraged to offer students
extra credit.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

MPTS policies do seem well understood in general, as the counselor was able to correctly identify
the correct score eligibility ranges for the QLMs as well as Compass Learning options. However,
many of the policies around grade change that are associated with the MPTS process seem less
well understood and abided by.
The school uses Spring and Summer MPTS packets as extra credit work that provide students with
opportunities for grade increases and grades these packets in-house.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

Most service learning verification forms were in place and generally looked complete.

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•

•

None of the interviewees leveled any accusations against others or against the PGCPS
administration while A&M was onsite. The general sense that most had about the accusations is
that they were unfounded. Some that stated that they had not paid attention and simply done
their jobs.
One individual interviewed did indicate that they noted the significance of some of the grade
changes that were being made but did not specifically level an accusation against administration
based on that observation.

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

•

Significant irregularities were identified on the visit to Central HS. The cumulative folders of the
sample set contained some older versions of transcripts which A&M compared to recently printed
transcripts. These older transcripts revealed class changes that had been made to transcripts to
meet graduation requirements. Several transcripts in the sample of graduated seniors were
shown to be missing graduation requirement classes.
The school assumed that the grade manager could not change quarter grades, so final grade
changes were being made instead.
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•

•

One specific irregularity was of a 2016 graduate who had not met the graduation requirement for
Health course requirement upon graduation. The older transcript that was discovered showed a
class called “Life Sports” for which the student received a B while in the new transcript that class
had been replaced with graduation requirement class called “Health Issues.” In interviews, it was
stated that this change had been made during the school year, but in later data analysis it was
discovered that this student’s transcript was altered on 10/12/17, the day before the A&M site
visit.
A&M returned to the school to collect some transcripts that had been requested but not
previously provided. One of the transcripts had a note appended that stated English 12 had been
omitted from the previous transcript and that it had just been added that morning. The indicated
that the change resulted from a Compass Learning credit recovery course that had never been
recorded. However, A&M noted that there was no previous English 12 course on the student’s
transcript. Failure of an original course is a precondition for enrolling in a full credit recovery.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

•

The registrar was required to substitute for the grade manager in the previous school year
because the previous grade manager was out on leave for a significant time. However, an
Assistant Principal has now taken over that role.
In 2016 one of the current guidance counselors also served as the MPTS coordinator. This was
also her first year as a 12th grade counselor. The MPTS role has now been transferred to another
individual.
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students had grade changes with limited documentation, and 21 (80.8%) students had grade changes with
no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

•

•

No PDS Tally Cards were on site because the registrar indicated that they were behind on
completing PDS Tally Cards. They had not completed PDS Tally Cards for either year under
examination.
The records room appeared to be in good order, however transcripts and PDS Tally Cards were
not kept in files. The 2016 cumulative records were held in the records room while the 2017
records were maintained in the registrar’s office.
Not many of the projected PS-140 grade change forms were present, indicating that these forms
not being filled or there is a lapse in recordkeeping practice.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

•

•

The grading procedures seems to be very well understood at an administrative level. The Principal
was one of the architects of the “good faith effort” grading procedure within the district and
serves as a mentor principal.
The principal noted that many teachers have accepted the new grading procedure regarding the
award of 50 points for “good faith effort;” however, he has noted that some teachers have been
resistant to the new policy.
The school has implement a grade appeal process which was designed to complement the
implementation of the new grading procedures, as it was anticipated that the policy could result
in disagreements between teachers and students on grades awarded. The principal noted that, In
the past school year there were approximately 80 appeals, of which half were successful.
Flowers High School had some specific instances of makeup work being identified as the reason
for a grade change where the work was not attached, or where the changes in points due to
completion of makeup work were large.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

No PDS Tally Cards were present for 2017.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
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•

•

Based on discussion with the MPTS Coordinator, MPTS policies seemed well understood. She was
very passionate and dedicated to the Blended learning program and stated that students saw a
high level of success with these classes and enjoyed them.
The MPTS coordinator noted that the QLMs were not heavily used within their school and that
students saw more success with blended learning options.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

Service learning verification forms were noted in a majority of the student’s samples and were
properly documented.

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•
•

•

The administrative team at Charles H. Flowers High School all believed that the accusations were
unfounded and that these activities were not taking place at Flowers High School.
Based on tip line complaints, this school received one of the highest numbers of complaints of
any high school within the PGCPS system. Most complaints alleged that teachers were being
intimidated by school administration to change grades and that grade increases would occur if
teachers taught graduation requirement classes.
Complaints also alleged that senior recovery packets were given to students for completion at the
end of the year. Though there was indication of this in earlier years, there was no indication of
this practice during the two years under review.

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

No irregularities were documented in the site visit.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

No recent changes to policies, procedures, or roles have been made.
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(96.7%) students had grade changes with no documentation. For additional information on how the
sample was selected, please refer to the “Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

•

•

Only one PDS card and no transcripts were missing from our sample. One PDS was not fully filled
in when pulled from the folders but was completed as the visit was in progress and produced.
Recordkeeping procedures regarding the tally cards and transcripts were exemplary.
Recordkeeping related to grade change forms was not performed in line with district policy.
Specifically, PS-140 grade change forms were not in place or even used in the grade change
process. Instead, emails were identified as the primary means for teachers to communicate and
authorize grade changes.
Only two such grade change emails were able to be produced, and an explanation was given that
many of these grade changes were authorized verbally within classrooms.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•
•
•
•

The “good faith effort” procedure was understood to be applied at the assignment level and
seems to be central to grading at the school.
The administration seemed to embrace the policy in general and was supportive of the concept
of giving students second chances.
Attendance policies as they relate to grades are generally not followed by the school.
Some interviews revealed a level of resistance to the “good faith effort” procedure as simply
making it too easy for students to pass.
Based on our interviews, the general understanding is that the district's grading procedure is in
line with the school's mission to be a secondary option for students that have been unsuccessful
at other schools and need a different learning environment.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

PDS cards were not completed in time for graduation, but they were more complete than at many
other schools in the district.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

MPTS policies seem to be well understood. Notably the school does not use the Quarter Learning
Modules nor does it use Apex learning. Only the Blended Learning Credit Recovery is used with
regularity.
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•
•
•
•
•

Require the principal to certify transcripts and PDS Tally Cards as official by signing and dating
prior to graduation.
Require students to complete service learning hours with MSDE-approved organizations. Retain
service learning verification forms in the student cumulative folders.
Strictly enforce procedures related to make-up work completion relative to period end dates.
Ensure compliance with all requirements for make-up work as outlined in grading procedures.
Ensure adherence to attendance-related grading procedures.
Ensure extra credit opportunities provided to students align with PGCPS grading procedures.

Additional Analysis and Investigation
•

No further analysis or investigation is recommended at this time.
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no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Please identify any themes observed within the site visit and provide supporting evidence which is unique
to the school. Speak to the extent of the issues and provide specific examples, including support in the
site data.
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to? Have
sample records been identified as missing?
•

Records are generally well-organized and easy to access.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

Although grading procedures seem to be understood by staff, Croom’s Principal, Counselor, Grade
Manager, and one teacher interviewed acknowledged that Croom offers “recovery packets”
which are not sanctioned by the MPTS handbook.
Based on interviews, these packets are offered at the end of the year based on student-by-student
circumstances, and often exceed the time limits for make-up work stipulated by the PGCPS
grading procedures.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•
•
•

Croom has not used PDS Tally Cards for the last several years – forms with student names are
included in cumulative folders, but the tallies are not completed.
Student cumulative folders did not include any similar check sheet which reflected MSDE-required
data elements.
Croom’s principal uses a hand-written check sheet to verify that students have met graduation
requirements. This worksheet does not include any certification of graduation.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

Croom staff do not adhere strictly to MPTS handbook. Croom makes many grade changes based
on a school-managed “recovery packet” process which allows students to receive grade changes
much later than stipulated by policy.
Recovery packets were not available for review, but several teachers acknowledged having
provided them.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
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•

Yes. Croom has managed and documented service learning well in accordance with procedures

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team?
•

No accusations related to deliberate grade or graduation rate manipulation have been reported.

Evidence of Irregularities: During your review, have you identified irregularities? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

Several students within Croom’s sample set of data were confirmed to have graduated on June
1st, however multiple grade change forms with only the principal and grade manager’s signature
were processed on June 15th for these students. Upon review – the changes to the grades appear
to have impacted individual student graduation eligibility. No make-up work was provided to
substantiate these changes. After questioning individual records in discussions with the principal,
A&M was provided with emails from October 2017 between the principal and teachers
documenting the reasons for grade changes, however, no make-up work was provided.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

•

Beginning in August 2017, grade manager roles have been restricted to only individuals who have
attended training and the grade manager, counselors, and principals have re-familiarized
themselves with grading and record-keeping procedures.
According to Croom’s principal, the new process for grade changes will be in accordance with the
PGCPS grading procedures and all grade changes will go through the student.
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students had grade changes with no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was
selected, please refer to the “Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations:
Please identify any themes observed within the site visit and provide supporting evidence which is unique
to the school. Speak to the extent of the issues and provide specific examples, including support in the
site data.
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to? Have
sample records been identified as missing?
•
•

No grade change forms were available. Per discussions with school, grade changes were
submitted via a google spreadsheet to the grade manager.
Email support for grade changes were provided by the school counselor.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•
•

Staff interviewed appeared to comprehend the 50% minimum grade for “good faith effort” and
noted that the policy is applied as stated.
Attendance policies that affect grading are not adhered to. Principal noted that the population
of students that attend this school have unique circumstances that may impact attendance.
Principal noted that teachers are encouraged to provide extra credit opportunities to failing
seniors.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

PDS tally cards and transcripts were fully completed and provided to the team. PDS tally cards
were completed subsequent to graduation.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

School staff interviewed appeared to have a good understanding of the MPTS requirements
around Compass credit recovery programs. QLMs are not utilized by the school.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

Unable to verify whether documentation is maintained. Met with counselor at Northwestern
Evening School location and she brought copies of grade change support, PDS tally cards and
transcripts for requested students (i.e. full cumulative folders were not reviewed).
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no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

•

Recordkeeping policies do not seem well adhered to. PDS cards were not found for any of the
students, nor were transcripts present within the students’ cumulative folders. The transcripts
were printed during A&M’s visit.
Though no cumulative folders were missing for any of the sample students. PS-140 forms were
not usually found within cumulative folders, though the team was able to locate numerous PS140 forms outside of the sample to get a sense for grade change practice at the school.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•
•

•
•

Many of the senior administration officials were supportive of the policy because it offered
students an opportunity to earn a score close to passing in order to avoid feeling demoralized.
Other individuals interviewed thought the policy enabled students to avoid doing work.
Grading procedure related to absences was not well understood, with one guidance counselor
indicating that there was no difference in how a student with 60 absences would be treated when
compared to a student with 10 absences in terms of grading.
There was wide application of make-up work in situations that don’t seem to have involved
excused absences, suspensions, or home and hospital teaching.
It was stated in complaint follow-up interview that some grade change forms had employed the
“error in data entry” box to compensate for lack of grade change documentation.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

PDS Tally Cards are not used to certify graduation. No PDS tally cards were completed for 2016 or
2017 graduates.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

MPTS policy requirements seemed to be understood by the MPTS coordinator. It was expressed
that the Quarter Learning Modules had not been successful at the school and that many students
had failed them.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
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•

Student service learning forms were not produced during the A&M records audit.

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•
•

Some of the senior administration expressed that they did not believe the accusations.
Numerous anonymous onsite interviews with staff members and teachers revealed a belief that
the accusations had merit. Staff shared that the principal would regularly make changes to grades
and play favorites among teachers that would be asked to change those grades. Staff further
shared that the principal was not receptive to feedback and would scandalize the name of anyone
that came to her with feedback that she found to be unpalatable. The principal was not present
for A&M’s visit.

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

Excessive make-up work was a common driver of grade changes, and the make-up work appeared
to fall outside of PGCPS policy detailing make-up work policies for absences, suspensions, and
home and hospital situations. In one instance, a word search completed near year-end was used
to justify an early quarter grade increase.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

No recent policy or role changes were rereported as a result of the complaints.
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no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

Student record files are generally organized. All student cumulative folders were located.
Transcripts for all students were printed during the site visit.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•
•

The grading procedure generally appears to be followed except with regard to grade change form
use.
Staff reported that all grade changes should be accompanied by a PS-140 form. No PS-140 forms
were found for 2016 students, but use of PS-140 forms increased in for 2017 graduates.
Many grade changes marked the reason for grade change as “Completion of make-up work,” yet
only one had documentation of the make-up work done.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•
•

PDS Tally Cards are not used to verify eligibility for graduation. However, staff reported using
senior contracts and graduation notification agreements, to track student credits.
While staff understand that PDS Tally Cards need to be completed before the end of the year,
staff report that the school lacks the time and resources to do so in advance of graduation.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•

No clear violations of MPTS policies were reported or observed during the site visit.
Staff reported that at Dr. Henry A. Wise Jr. High School, QLM packets are completed in the
classroom, during supplemental after school and Saturday sessions held during which teachers
provide more hands-on support and teach the material.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•
•

Service learning verification forms were kept together in binders separate from student
cumulative folders. Forms were found for most students sampled at Wise.
Several students recorded service hours for activities which may not meet PGCPS or MSDE
requirements, including working at the school, returning a library book, none of which meet
MSDE’s service learning guidelines.
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no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•
•

Student record files are generally organized. All student cumulative folders were easily located
Transcripts were provided for every student. All transcripts for 2017 students were dated June
21, 2017, nearly a month after students graduated. Printed transcripts for 2016 students could
not be located and were printed during the site visit.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•

•
•
•

Grading procedures are now well-understood by staff in the wake of previous internal
investigations, but records indicate procedures were not appropriately followed in previous years.
Most grade changes were not supported by PS-140s or any other supporting documentation.
Some staff maintained other records of grade changes, but there was little evidence of adherence
with administrative procedures related to PS-140s.
Where PS-140s were present, several were not signed by the teacher and some were for grade
changes for quarters 1 or 2 completed just before graduation.
In some instances, grade changes for multiple quarter grades were requested on the same form
for an error in data entry.
One of the professional school counselors acted as grade manager, and had affected grade
changes where he was listed as both the requester and the data entry person.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•
•

PDS Tally Cards are not used to verify eligibility for graduation.
Professional School Counselors have their own approaches to verifying graduation eligibility,
typically relying on senior contracts in lieu of the PDS Tally Cards

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•
•

MPTS handbook requirements are now well-understood and adhered to after the conclusion of
previous internal investigations
Staff have indicated the DuVal High School ran large, unofficial credit recovery programs which
utilized MPTS content to provide additional points not in compliance with the MPTS handbook
Staff have also indicated that previous credit recovery programs were not always graded, and that
students were rewarded points for attempting
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Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•
•

Service learning verification forms were found in the cumulative folders for most students.
Those found were all met the 24 hour total requirement and were generally completed properly.

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•
•

Staff shared information that reflected the findings of the previous internal audit of DuVal high
school
Staff acknowledged that individuals at DuVal had deliberately violated grading procedures to offer
students additional chances to graduate

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

•

Two of the PS-140 forms provided were designated with the reason as “Other – Module / Project
Graduation Requirement” with a signature only from the person requesting the change. Neither
were dated.
Records review indicated several grade changes were generated from school-based credit
recovery programs which did not comply with MPTS handbook requirements.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•
•
•

According to DuVal staff, after the previous investigation at DuVal High School, the principal and
registrar were placed on administrative leave
DuVal high school is now led by an acting principal
Transcript manager and grade manager roles were reported to have been restricted
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documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the “Sampling
Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

Student cumulative folders and transcript/PDS Tally Card packets are well kept and organized. All
cumulative folders were found, however several transcripts were missing and printed out from
SchoolMAX upon request

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•

•

Form PS-140 is not used at all for grade changes, in fact, most were observed as communicated
via email.
The attendance policy is upheld in terms of keeping documentation for absences. Enforcement of
the attendance related grading procedure is left up to individual teachers and largely unenforced,
based on the fact that many students with excessive (10+) unlawful absences have been provided
make-up work and recovery options.
According to interviews, teacher interpretations of the updated grading procedures (50% for
“good faith effort”) have varied greatly. Some staff continue to resist the procedures, while others
give 50% as minimum quarterly grades.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•
•

•

•

Graduation certification is generally completed within a month after graduation each year.
Since the county asks for the list of graduating seniors before fourth quarter grades come out,
counselors are left to make assumptions of which seniors will or will not make the list. After these
grades come out, counselors must email the registrar the names of any seniors who do not meet
graduation requirements so that they are taken off the graduation list.
Because the default is that seniors are on the graduation list, there is room for error when meeting
graduation requirements are dependent on the last quarter grades and make-up work being
completed up to the deadline.
Students are added to the graduation list after it is drawn up, without requiring evidence or
documentation.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•

Generally, MPTS policies and procedures are understood and adhered to.
Students receive significant on-site support during the QLM process.
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•

Administrators have noted the program has become much more effective with on-site coaching
and dedicated classroom time for QLMs.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

The school keeps a binder of submitted service learning verification forms, however,
documentation was incomplete for many students in the sample.

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•

Staff have alleged that the Instructional Director and Principal verbally communicate with staff to
encourage them to increase grades without proper documentation.

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

During the site visit, A&M team members came across PDS cards dated in 2017 which included
notes requesting pramming of courses onto transcripts, or changing of grades to meet graduation
requirements. No supporting information or documentation was included.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

None noted.
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no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

•

All cumulative folders and transcripts for the sample students were provided. A very small
percentage of PS-140 forms were found in the cumulative folders. Performance data summary
cards for 2017 still have not been completed. Based on this, although the policies may be
understood, they are not being fully adhered to.
Tally cards for graduation are not being used. The registrar said that the 2017 cards were not
complete because he hasn’t had time to do them. The principal was also aware that they were
not complete.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•

•

The school is not following the guidelines with regards to make up work and grade changes.
We observed two instances in which QLM packets were given to students for make-up work. In
one instance, the QLM accounted for a grade change from 60 to 86, which the MPTS coordinator
agreed was not appropriate. The principal signed grade changes presented to her without a
thorough review. Of the PS-140 forms the team reviewed, there were several instances of Q1, Q2,
and Q3 grades all being changed in May.
The A&M team discovered an email from the Spanish teacher to administration identifying four
seniors that failed the course and presented four options for those students to do make-up work
to pass.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

•

The counselor indicated that the PDS Tally Cards are all dated 6/1/20XX regardless of when they
are completed. 2017 cards have not been tallied or properly filled out, yet most of them were
dated and many others were signed.
The counselor stated that PDS cards are completed in the summertime. In some cases, the staff
relies on the senior contracts to verify that the student has met the graduation requirements
instead of the PDS Tally Cards.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

The MPTS coordinator, Ms. McCoy-Hill understood the policies and was very well-versed in the
requirements surrounding the QLMs.
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•

Fairmont Heights did not follow MPTS policies. QLM packets were used for make-up work. In one
case, more than the QLM limit of 10 points was awarded to the student’s grade.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•
•

For the service learning verification forms that were provided, most were completed properly and
generally in accordance with the requirements in terms of hours and types of activities.
Some forms indicated that students were being granted service learning hours for ineligible
activities, including after-school jobs.

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•

One staff member indicated that grades may have been changed to maintain the eligibility of
athletes. However, no other interviewees believed any intentional manipulation was taking place
at their school.

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

The A&M team did not view any records that appeared to be manipulated or falsified. However,
a lack of proper documentation surrounding the graduation process was observed. The principal
approved grade changes brought to her by a teacher, with or without supporting documentation,
and regardless of which quarter the grade change pertained to. When confronted with one
particularly questionable grade change, the principal was not familiar with the situation despite
having signed the form.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

We were not informed of any specific policy changes that have been made. The principal
attributed some of the issues to her being new as a principal despite this being her 5th year as
principal.
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FORESTVILLE
A&M conducted the on-site investigation on October 20, 2017. During the site visit, A&M conducted
interviews and reviewed student files. Student files reviewed included a sample of students from the
Class of 2016 for this school. Because Forestville High School was closed at the end of the 2016 school
year only the first year of files was available. These files are now housed at Suitland High School. This
summary presents record review findings, site visit observations, and key statistics from the PGCPS Special
Review hotline and data analytics.

Record Review Findings
The following sections summarize the observations and recommendations resulting from interviews and
sample testing of student files conducted during the on-site investigation.

Of the 15 students reviewed, none were found ineligible to graduate. Of the 15 students with grade
changes, 12 did not have grade changes that impacted final grades. Of the 3 students with grade changes
that impacted final grades, no students had grade changes that were fully-documented, no students had
grade changes with limited documentation, and 3 (100.0%) students had grade changes with no
documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the “Sampling
Methodology” section of the report.
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Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•
•
•

Most recordkeeping requirements and practices are not adhered to. No PDS cards or transcripts
are present within cumulative folders.
Grade change forms are not kept within folders. It is not certain whether these forms were filled
out or where they could be found.
Transcripts were produced for our visit but were not signed or retained within cumulative folders.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•
•

The school did not appear to misapply the grading procedure, though the new procedure was not
fully rolled out when Forestville High School closed.
The school did not retain PS-140 grade change forms as required by the school.
Absences did not factor heavily within the grading system.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

No PDS Tally Cards were produced.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

MPTS policies seem to have been understood in past years.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

Despite data system indicating completion, few forms were present and complete

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•

No accusations were made.

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

No Applicable – School Closed
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students had grade changes with limited documentation, and 3 (42.9%) students had grade changes with
no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

Records were generally in order. The cumulative folders for 2017 graduates typically contained
service learning verification forms and grade change forms. The cumulative folders for 2016 did
not include service learning verification forms, and while some were provided separately, we did
not receive several service learning verification forms. Based on our sample, the staff were not
using grade change forms for every grade change.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

The administration understood the good faith grading procedure and they seem to be following
the policy. However, grade change forms are not being used for all grade changes.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

•

2016 PDS Tally Cards were dated June 1, 2016 and graduation was held May 27, 2016. 2017 PDS
Tally Cards were dated June 1, 2017 and graduation was held May 23, 2017. Therefore, the tally
cards were completed after graduation.
The PDS Tally Cards were not utilized to certify students for graduation. The process begins at the
beginning of senior year. Counselors look at each 4th year student and identify courses and
community service hours needed to graduate. In January, another review is conducted to see if
the student is on track to graduate. Jeopardy notices are provided to students who are at risk of
not graduating. 4th quarter meeting is held with student to inform him/her of the grades needed
to graduate. In May, a DE list and potential failure list is run in APEX. Promotes/non-promotes are
determined based on report cards, DE list and potential failure list.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

The administration and staff seemed to fully understand the requirements of the various MPTS
programs.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
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no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

Records were generally in order. Some cumulative folders did not include service learning forms,
and there was one instance of a student without a tally card. Of our sample, grade change forms
were not being used in all cases where required. The grade manager retained separate
documentation to corroborate grade changes, such as emails, but the grade manager should have
completed a grade change form for each of these grade changes. For grade changes initiated due
to the completion of make-up work, the grade manager had been returning the attached
supporting documentation to teachers, instead of retaining copies of the grade change form and
supporting documentation in the cumulative folder.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

The attendance portion of the grading procedure is understood but has not been adhered to in
previous school years. The acting principal noted that she communicated to teachers at the
beginning of the school year to enforce the attendance policy and that the administration will be
monitoring the success of this new initiative over the course of this year.
Grade change forms are not being used to initiate all grade changes.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

The counselors are not completing PDS Tally Cards until after graduation. The PDS Tally Cards
were signed June 1, 2016 and June 1, 2017, which fell on the same day as graduation in 2016 and
2017.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

The individuals we interviewed generally understood the MPTS policies. We did not identify any
instances where MPTS policies were not being adhered to.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

For the service learning forms provided, they were appropriately signed and filled out. Students
had met the requisite number of hours.
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grade changes with limited documentation, and 9 (81.8%) students had grade changes with no
documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the “Sampling
Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

The school’s recordkeeping requirements and policies are not adhered to by the administration
and staff. For example, the grade change forms are not being retained in the students’ cumulative
folders, tally cards have not been filled out for 2016 or 2017 graduates, and service learning forms
were incomplete or missing from the cumulative folders of some of the students in the sample.
According to the school staff, the school has not had a registrar since December 2016 and there
has been turnover with the guidance secretary position.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•

•

Based on discussions with school staff and administration, attendance does not factor into
grading, as students are given opportunities to recover failing grades due to absences.
The principal and staff understood the new grading procedure and explained that students can
and do receive below 50 percent on assignments if there is not a “good faith effort” shown by the
student.
PS-140s are not maintained in student cumulative folders and none of the grade changes for the
sample students were located.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

Guidance had not completed the PDS Tally Cards for 2016 or 2017 graduates.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

MPTS policies appeared to be generally understood and adhered to by the school’s administration
and staff. The A&M team noted an instance where a teacher had attached a QLM as make-up
work to a grade change form. Since the county does not return the QLM packets to the schools,
it appears that the teacher had graded the QLM and considered it make-up work.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

The service learning forms were in most of the students’ cumulative folders. However, some
students did not receive the full 24 hours required. The A&M team noted instances where
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School-Specific Recommendations
Opportunities for Improvement
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Require compliance with grading timeline.
Require use of current PS-140 forms for every grade change, support all grade changes with
appropriate documentation, and ensure appropriate sign-off by all required parties.
Complete PDS Tally Cards annually, and utilize the tally sheet on each PDS Tally Card to certify
each student in advance of graduation. Retain PDS Tally Cards and the transcript used to certify
the student for graduation in the student cumulative folders.
Require the principal to certify transcripts and PDS Tally Cards as official by signing and dating
prior to graduation.
Require students to complete service learning hours with MSDE-approved organizations. Retain
service learning verification forms in the student cumulative folders.
Ensure adherence to attendance-related grading procedures.
Eliminate school-based credit recovery programs.

Additional Analysis and Investigation
•

Given the complaints against the registrar that resigned in December 2016, review of all grade
and transcript changes made by the registrar to determine the extent of alleged manipulation.
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had grade changes with limited documentation, and 5 (62.5%) students had grade changes with no
documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the “Sampling
Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to? Have
sample records been identified as missing?
•
•

Filing procedures were very organized and all cumulative folders requested were provided.
Support for one of the grade changes was not located.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

Generally, it seems that the grading procedures are adhered to. The principal was adamant that
she requires all grade change forms to be accompanied by appropriate supporting documentation
prior to authorizing any changes.
Attendance policies are not enforced.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

•

PDS Tally Cards are not utilized to certify students for graduation. The registrar prepares a Google
Spreadsheet that the counselors review based on their Senior Agreements and electronic
transcripts.
The PDS Tally Cards are completed subsequent to graduation by the Registrar. The PDS Tally Cards
for SY15-16 and SY 16-17 were completed and attached to copies of transcripts and HSA testing
scores.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

It did not appear that MPTS policy requirements are completely understood. Interviews revealed
that some students are enrolled in a MPTS program despite not meeting all eligibility
requirements, as a result of inadequate monitoring of the enrollment/sign-up process. Once the
student has started the program, they are not withdrawn.
Grading procedures related to MPTS are not adhered to. A&M observed a small number of
instances where students were awarded points exceeding those permitted by policy.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

For the service learning verification forms that were provided, they appeared to be completed
properly and generally in accordance with the requirements in terms of hours and types of
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activities. However, not every student had these forms in their files, nor did every form reviewed
reflect the requisite number of hours. The transcripts reviewed for our sample selection indicated
that service hour requirements were met for all students.
Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•
•

No specific complaints were made during the site visit and none of the people interviewed
believed anything intentional manipulation was taking place at the school.
There were a few complaints received and noted in the complaint summary below.

Evidence of Irregularities: During your review, have you identified irregularities? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

Principal noted that prior to her arrival at the school, teachers were required to give seniors that
failed their classes passing grades if those teachers did not include that student on the senior
failure notice provided to counselors during the school year. The principal noted that she ended
this practice once she was made aware of it.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

No changes identified.
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that impacted final grades, 5 (50.0%) students had grade changes that were fully-documented, 4 (40.0%)
students had grade changes with limited documentation, and 1 (10.0%) student had grade changes with
no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

Student record files were generally disorganized. However, all cumulative folders were available
for review.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

The administration understood the grading procedures and claimed that the policies are being
followed. However, grade change forms are not being used for all grade changes (specifically
relating to MPTS related changes) and no grade change forms were accompanied with
appropriate make-up work.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

PDS Tally Cards are not utilized to certify students for graduation. The counselors rely on credit
evaluations, graduation notification agreements, etc. to certify students for graduation. The tally
sheets are completed during the summer after graduation and provided to the registrar in August
or September.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

The principal and staff seemed to fully understand the requirements of the various MPTS
programs.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

•

Service learning forms were generally present, however, A&M found evidence that Largo was
offering service learning credit for activities which may not adhere to PGCPS or MSDE
requirements.
For example, during the site visit, A&M noted that Largo was offering service learning hours in
exchange for financial donations to a charitable organization called “Bread of Life” – Flyers were
found in the guidance office with the offering “For every dollar you donate, receive 1 service
learning hour!!”
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students had grade changes with limited documentation, and 7 (53.8%) students had grade changes with
no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

•

There were several cumulative folders that were missing and others found in boxes in a separate
location from other folders in the appropriate filing location. Laurel recordkeeping and
organization was lacking. Student record cards were kept separate from student cumulative
folders.
PDS Tally Cards and/or student cumulative folders were not found for seven students in the
graduating class of 2016 and nine students in the graduating class of 2017. Staff later found
several of these records. However, after the second site visit to Laurel, PDS Tally Cards were still
not found for two students in the graduating class of 2017.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

•

Laurel administration’s view with regards to the “good faith effort” policy is that any effort by the
students should be rewarded. This was evidenced by students receiving an “I” on QLM packets by
the district and still being awarded points by the administrative team. Students were given up to
5 points, with a max quarter grade of 60. Example: student grade was increased from 56 to 60
despite receiving an “I” on QLM packet.
Administration noted that teachers often make deals with students regarding extra credit or make
up work to allow them to pass. Teachers may not always provide make-up work when it is
required by policy, for example in the case of in-school suspensions.
When teachers do not submit grades or submit grade late, the grade manager will fill in progress
and quarterly reports with a grade of 70, so as not to punish students. It is up to the teacher,
parent, or student to reconcile these grades with those in SchoolMAX, but there is no emphasis
on making sure they all get reconciled.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

Of the PDS Tally Cards provided, all were completed on June 1 of the respective graduation year.
For the graduating class of 2016, these forms were completed before graduation on June 2, 2016.
However, the graduating class of 2017 graduated on May 30, 2017, so the forms were completed
after graduation.
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MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

Based upon discussions with staff members, the staff understands the MPTS policies and
endeavors to make options available to students who need them. The policies regarding QLMs
are not being adhered to, due to the grading changes as noted above.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

The service learning verification forms that were provided were completed properly and generally
in accordance with the requirements in terms of hours and types of activities. However, not every
student had these forms in their files nor did every form we reviewed have the requisite number
of hours. There were several students whose hours were earned for activities at Laurel High
School.

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•

Based on interviews, the administration seemed to have a contentious relationship with the
teachers with regards to the implementation of the MPTS and policy changes. Administrators
stated that teachers were resistant to offering make-up work when required and using grade
change forms. An administrator we spoke with believed any accusations may be coming from the
teachers but offered no specifics.

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

No irregularities were identified.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

QLMs are not currently being offered.
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students had grade changes with no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was
selected, please refer to the “Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to? Have
sample records been identified as missing?
•
•

No grade change forms were available. Per discussions with school, grade changes were
submitted via a google spreadsheet to the grade manager.
Email support for grade changes were provided by the school counselor

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•
•

Staff interviewed appeared to comprehend the 50% minimum grade for “good faith effort” and
noted that the policy is applied as stated.
Attendance policies that affect grading are not adhered to. Principal noted that the population
of students that attend this school have unique circumstances that may impact attendance.
Principal noted that teachers are encouraged to provide extra credit opportunities to failing
seniors.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

PDS tally cards and transcripts were fully completed and provided to the team. PDS tally cards
were completed subsequent to graduation.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

School staff interviewed appeared to have a good understanding of the MPTS requirements
around Compass credit recovery programs. QLMs are not utilized by the school.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

School maintains evidence of service learning hours. No issues noted.

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team?
•
•

Persons interviewed were confident that complaints were not applicable to this school.
No accusations noted.
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students had grade changes with limited documentation, and 7 (53.8%) students had grade changes with
no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•
•

PDS cards were not filled out for 2016 and 2017, and the school seems behind in producing these
documents in general. There are also no transcripts held within the cumulative folders.
PS-140 grade change forms are not always kept, but at least some of the requested forms were
present with support for the grade change attached.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•
•

The “good faith effort” grading procedure seems understood and much of the administration was
in favor of these policies.
Certain key members of the administration voiced unhappiness with the policy because they
believe that it is compromising student motivation to work hard and to attend class.
Grading procedures are implemented similarly compared with many other schools in the district.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

PDS Tally Cards are not complete for either examined year.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

MPTS policies seem understood at the school. A&M was able to view a number of PS-140s
associated with MPTS and it appears that the current coordinator is attaching supporting
documentation to most of these forms.
Interviews revealed that the level of communication with teachers regarding QLM related grade
changes was lacking and might be improved.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

Some service learning forms were in student folders, but many did not contain this
documentation. When found the forms were generally filled out correctly and contained the
proper number of hours.
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Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•
•
•
•

Most administrators indicated their disagreement with the complaints.
There was at least one interview that revealed some belief that the complaints were real and seen
at Northwestern.
An interviewee contended that teachers had been asked for grade changes inappropriately and
had been angry at the requested changes.
It was stated that the administration had been entirely driven by data and the desire to get the
graduation rate up, and that this was behind the profusion of last minute grade changes.

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

Goal seeking - One example included a transcript and PS-140 form with a calculation for the points
necessary to earn a 240 on the transcript and an accompanying PS-140 form that awarded a grade
change necessary to reach that threshold to pass.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

The principal has communicated policies about grade changes in briefings given to teachers at the
beginning of every school year. The continuous communication of these grade change policies
brings questions to the situations that required this continuous communication.
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Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

The registrar, PCS, principal, and assistant principal we spoke with all seem to understand the
recordkeeping practices. A previous registrar was let go after the 2016 school year. We were told
this was due to poor performance and not having anything to do with the complaints in this
matter. All parties interviewed admit that recordkeeping was not up to par in the past partially
due to the previous registrar. Despite the current staff’s stated commitment to better
recordkeeping practices, we did not view evidence of that in the student files.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•
•

The registrar, PCS, principal, and assistant principal we spoke with all had knowledge of the
requirements and policies as related to grade change forms, QLMs and credit recovery.
The required documentation to support these grading initiatives was not present in student files.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

•

Dr. Cadet (Principal) described the year-long process they undertake in identifying seniors and
their needs to graduate. They have a mid-year check-in January called student inauguration. A&M
was not provided with enough evidence of grade changes to determine whether they were done
properly or to verify dates.
A&M was informed after our site visit that Oxon Hill was tipped off by other PGCPS employees
that A&M would be requesting and reviewing PDS cards. It was stated that on October 5, 2017,
the day before A&M site visit, the entire guidance office was closed down and staff stayed until
11 PM to complete the PDS cards from the previous two years.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

Based upon the interviews with Oxon Hill personnel, the staff understands the MPTS policies and
endeavors to make all options available to students who need them.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

For the service learning verification forms that were provided, they were completed properly and
in accordance with the requirements in terms of hours and types of activities. However, not every
student had these forms in their files.
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•

Retain service learning verification forms in the student cumulative folders.

Additional Analysis and Investigation
•

No further analysis or investigation is recommended at this time.
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students had grade changes with limited documentation, and 14 (60.9%) students had grade changes with
no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•
•
•

•
•

Recordkeeping practices seem well understood in general.
No cumulative records, PDS cards, or transcripts were missing from our sample of students.
Transcripts and PDS cards were produced separately from the cumulative folder and were all
dated within a few weeks of each student’s graduation. Only three PDS cards from the sample
were found to be unsigned.
There were some errors found in transcription of the transcript information onto the PDS Tally
Card.
PS-140 forms were not as well documented and retained as the other documents, with slightly
less than half of these forms present from our sample of students. Not all of the forms had proper
signatures or support attached.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

The school seems to adhere to the “good faith effort” policy as written, but the interviews
revealed a polarized opinion of the policy among key members of the administration. Some were
in favor of the policy as offering students a chance to achieve even if they had not done well in a
class. However, roughly half of those individuals interviewed felt that the policy was too lenient
and that it “gave too much” to students that did not do work or come to class.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

PDS Tally Cards were present and dated roughly 1-2 weeks after the students’ graduation.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

MPTS policies seem reasonably well adhered to, as there were not indications of students being
offered MPTS programs outside of specified score ranges or of students being awarded a greater
number of points than they should have been for completion of these programs.
Interviews revealed some dissatisfaction with the Quarter Learning Modules. Interviewees stated
that the QLMs had not been successful, with only 25 students turning in finished QLMs out of 200
students that were asked to complete them.
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•

Make-up work seems to occupy much of the space that certain MPTS programs are intended to
in terms of credit recovery.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
Service learning forms were present within some folders, but many of these folders lacked the required
documentation.
Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•
•

Most interviewees expressed that they were surprised by the complaints and did not believe that
these complaints took place at Parkdale.
One interviewee implicated a previous principal in encouraging grade changes

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

Notations were found on PS-140 forms that suggested calculations were being made to determine
what scale of quarter grade change would allow a student to receive 240 points for passing. This
“goal seeking” indicates grade changes may have been made to graduate ineligible students.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•
•

No major changes in procedures, roles, or personnel have taken place in response to the
complaints.
The previous principal passed away in 2016, and a new principal has been in place since that time.
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students had grade changes with limited documentation, and 6 (75.0%) students had grade changes with
no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•
•

Records were generally in order. The cumulative folders typically contained service learning
verification forms but did not include PS-140 forms in every instance.
Based on sample, the staff were not using PS-140 forms for every grade change. Grade change
forms were maintained by the grade manager in binders in her office.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

Based on interviews, the administration understood “good faith effort” and seems to be following
that portion of the grading procedure. The administration indicated that it is not strictly following
the attendance policy given the unique circumstances of the student population and the need to
provide leeway for those students who have extenuating circumstances. Grade change forms are
not being used to initiate all grade changes.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

The 2017 PDS Tally Cards were not completed as of the date of the A&M’s site visit. The 2016
forms were marked complete by 5/23/2016.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

The individual responsible for coordinating the MPTS program at the school was knowledgeable
of the different requirements and nuances of each program. According to the staff interviewed,
the school had the most success with the Compass Learning quarterly and blended online learning
programs. The QLM’s were not as successful as students would often not complete them.
Potomac HS was one of the few PGCPS high schools that utilized the Compass Learning credit
recovery programs prior to it being rolled out as a county initiative under the MPTS program.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

A&M located service learning verification forms for only a portion of the students in the sample.
For the forms received, A&M noted that the forms were completed and reflected that the
students met graduation requirements.
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Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•

Staff accused athletic coaches of pressuring teachers to increase grades for athletes

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

•

•

In reviewing PS-140 forms, the A&M team noticed that all students were receiving an 80% grade
in certain classes and the reason was marked as “Error in data entry.” Administration explained
that these classes did not have teachers or long-term substitutes, and therefore the
administration gave every student an 80% in these classes to avoid penalizing the students for
limited instruction.
Administration changed quarterly grades for these students, and in some cases changed multiple
quarterly grades. Of the grade changes we reviewed, none of the students were in 12th grade,
however, due to the potential impact on promotion, these grade changes could artificially
increase graduation.
The classes affected by the grade changes included Spanish 1, Spanish 2, Constitutional Law, Local,
State, and National Government, Aerospace Science, Foundations of Technology, and a Special
Education Science course. The passing grades allowed students to advance to courses despite not
meeting requirements.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

No recent changes were noted.
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students had grade changes with limited documentation, and 10 (40.0%) students had grade changes with
no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•
•
•

Recordkeeping requirements and practices are not always adhered to.
Transcripts were produced separately from the cumulative folder.
Grade change forms are not always kept within the cumulative folders. The grade manager did
hold a reasonably comprehensive set of copies of PS-140 forms as required.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

•

•

Grading procedures at this school seem to differ widely from understood norms within the
county. Though the “good faith effort” policy is already interpreted different by specific teachers,
at Suitland the policy is applied on the class level as opposed to the assignment level.
Many PS-140 forms produced were found to show increases in student grades to a score of 50
with the reason shown as “county policy” or “administrative procedure.” It was later discovered
that the school administration had used the “good faith effort” grading procedure as a means of
boosting student scores to 50 if the teacher could look back and consider that the student had
made a “good faith effort” in the class as a whole, even if he/she had a much lower overall score
prior to grade change.
The school held a large meeting where teachers and administrators went over student grades line
by line to substantiate changes to 50. It was mentioned by one administration member that this
was partially done to enable credit recovery options.
This action seems to be a broad misunderstanding of the application of the grading procedure to
individual assignments as opposed to final grades.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

No PDS cards were produced. It was noted that the counselors did most of their certification and
tracking by google sheets.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

MPTS policies seem to have been understood. Similar to other schools, Suitland did not see
success with the Quarter Learning Modules. Many students did not do well on the QLMs and quite
a few students did not turn them in.
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Additional Analysis and Investigation
•

No further investigation or analysis required at this time.
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students had grade changes with limited documentation, and 0 (0.0%) students had grade changes with
no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

•

Student record files are generally organized. All student files for 2017 were located. Cumulative
folders for 2016 were somewhat out of order. Transcript and PDS tally cards were missing for two
2016 students, however the staff found these later and provided them for pickup.
Administrators interviewed were aware that every grade change should have signed PS-140s and
documentation, this was not the case. Most grade changes were not supported by PS-140s or any
other supporting documentation. Where PS-140s were present, many were not signed by the
grade manager and several were not approved or signed by the teacher.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•

Surrattsville’s principal claimed that the “good faith effort” grading procedure is used to increase
quarter grades to 50, indicating that the policy may be misunderstood, and might have had the
effect of inflating grades.
Attendance-related grading procedures are enforced inconsistently based on teacher
preferences. Several staff suggested that despite having many students with dozens of absences,
no students have been failed due to unlawful absences.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•
•

•

PDS Tally Cards are generally not used to verify eligibility for graduation, but are completed the
following fall.
Counselors monitor senior progress throughout the year, completing senior contracts in the fall,
a mid-year check, and an end-of-year check. During the senior contract period, the counselor will
check credits attained throughout high school and credits still needed to graduate.
At the two checkpoints, the counselor will check progress against the list of credits still needed
and do a spot check of overall credit evaluation.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

The requirements of the MPTS handbook seem to be well-understood and adhered to, however
in several instances, staff acknowledged that students are provided make-up work opportunities
for past quarters.
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•
•

Based on records review, some students have been allowed to complete make-up work after
course completion where credit recovery may have been a more appropriate option.
In some instances, students who are not able to afford credit recovery courses are given a grade
increase with “family cannot afford to pay for credit recovery” as the reason. In these instances,
local “recovery packets” have been used.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•
•
•

Service learning verification forms that were provided appeared to be completed properly and in
accordance with the requirements in terms of hours and types of activities.
In limited instances, the service learning documentation did not meet the hour total of 24.
Several student’s hours were earned for extracurricular activities which did not clearly meet
MSDE’s service learning guidelines

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•

•
•
•

Several staff accused the senior professional school counselor of intentionally manipulating
grades and manually adding (pramming) courses onto student transcripts. These claims are
supported by many grade changes after student graduation on May 23rd, 2017, which were
supported by little or no documentation or make-up work.
Staff expressed a concern that the senior professional school counselor was pushing through
students to graduation who were habitually truant.
Students named by staff in in-person interviews and identified through the tip line had many late
grade changes with limited documentation.
Several students in A&M’s sample set contained transcripts from June of 2017 that had been
replaced with newer transcripts, printed just before the A&M site visit in October.

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

•

Over 10 PS-140s for two students in the class of 2017 were signed on 10/6/17 or 10/7/17, a week
before the site visit. Several of these grade changes were found in the data to have been made in
May or June. These records appear to have been created in October to provide documentation
for previous changes.
The principal explained that these new forms were simply documenting decisions made by the
SIT team in advance of graduation, however, A&M found SIT meeting minutes which indicate
several of the students in question were still being discussed at SIT teams after graduation, in June
and September.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete PDS Tally Cards annually, and utilize the tally sheet on each PDS Tally Card to certify
each student in advance of graduation. Retain PDS Tally Cards and the transcript used to certify
the student for graduation in the student cumulative folders.
Require the principal to certify transcripts and PDS Tally Cards as official by signing and dating
prior to graduation.
Require students to complete service learning hours with MSDE-approved organizations. Retain
service learning verification forms in the student cumulative folders.
Strictly enforce procedures related to make-up work completion relative to period end dates.
Ensure compliance with all requirements for make-up work as outlined in grading procedures.
Ensure adherence to attendance-related grading procedures.
Ensure extra credit opportunities provided to students align with PGCPS grading procedures.
Ensure students enrolled in MPTS programs meet eligibility requirements outlined in the MPTS
Handbook. Verify grades are appropriately entered upon MPTS completion.
Eliminate school-based credit recovery programs.

Additional Analysis and Investigation
•

Allegations of the senior counselor manipulating student records both before and after
graduation, paired with evidence of grade and transcript changes warrants additional analysis and
investigation.
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students had grade changes with limited documentation, and 1 (3.6%) student had grade changes with
no documentation. For additional information on how the sample was selected, please refer to the
“Sampling Methodology” section of the report.

Site Visit Observations
Recordkeeping Practices: Are recordkeeping requirements and policies understood and adhered to?
Have sample records been identified as missing?
•

•
•

All the cumulative folders requested were provided. We observed many PS-140 forms but not
every grade change had a form or the proper supporting documentation. The principal indicated
that they have been more stringent in requiring teachers to submit proof if the grade change is
due to make up work being performed.
Student transcripts were not readily available and were printed for A&M the day of the site visit.
Tall Oaks does not utilize the tally cards for validating graduation. The registrar said that they are
not used because all the kids at Tall Oaks come there from other schools. Tall Oaks is an
alternative/vocational school in which all kids are at least 16 and come there because they have
failed out/been kicked out of other schools in the district or deal with some other issue. The grade
manager said it would take too long to do it manually and that every other district she knows (DC,
Anne Arundel, Montgomery) all have an automated process.

Grading Procedure Requirements: Are grading procedure requirements understood and adhered to?
•

•
•

Based upon the interviews, it appears the grading procedures are understood and generally
adhered to. Because most, if not all, the students at Tall Oaks are behind in credits when they
arrive, teachers and administration seem to be very willing to allow make up work to be
performed.
o This is evidenced by the PS-140 forms that A&M reviewed. Nearly all grade changes were
due to the completion of make-up work.
According to interviews with staff, many of the students work to support themselves or families,
have children of their own, etc. so the policies regarding attendance are not adhered to.
Principal stated QLMs were only used here in SY15-16 with very few students taking advantage of
them.

Graduation Certification: Are graduation certifications (PDS Tally Cards) completed with sufficient time
to validate graduation? Do certification dates tend to align with grade change evidence?
•

Tall Oaks does not have a formal system with regards to verifying graduation. At the beginning of
the year, the principal and counselor/grade manager determine what each student needs to
graduate. They check those items at the end of the year but there is not sufficient evidence for
A&M to verify. The registrar is responsible for checking the student service hours.
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•

Based upon the record review findings, there are students graduating without meeting all of the
graduation requirements.

MPTS Policies: Are MPTS policy requirements understood and adhered to?
•

Based upon interviews, the staff understands the MPTS policies and endeavors to make options
available to students who need them. Most of the students at Tall Oaks need to utilize the MPTS
options to graduate. As noted, the QLM program was not widely used, even when it was offered.

Service Learning Verification: Are service learning requirements met in accordance with requirements
and documented properly?
•

For the service learning verification forms that were provided, they were completed and generally
in accordance with the requirements in terms of hours and types of activities. However, not every
student had these forms in their files nor did every form we reviewed have the requisite number
of hours.

Accusations: Have staff or administrators leveled accusations of deliberate grade or graduation rate
manipulation towards specific individuals, groups, or the PGCPS administration while speaking with the
A&M site visit team or via the tip line?
•

There were not specific complaints made and none of the staff members we spoke with believed
anything nefarious was taking place at their school. Because of the nature of this school, in which
students will often take more than 4 years to graduate and the students do not attend Tall Oaks
for the duration of the high school careers, staff indicated that there is less pressure on cohort
graduation rates, and that the cohort graduation rates will fluctuate.

Evidence of Irregularities: During the review, have irregularities been identified? (example – manipulated
or falsified records, contradictory transcripts, etc.)
•

•
•

We did not view any records that appeared to be manipulated or falsified. The principal stated he
generally approved any grade change brought to him by a teacher, with or without supporting
documentation.
A second set of transcripts was printed for A&M after grade manager realized that proper grade
changes previously made in the system did not make their way onto the transcripts.
Further review of post-graduation transcript changes indicated that pramming had been used
after-the-fact to make student records appear eligible to graduate.

Recent Changes or Other Response to Allegations and Investigations: Has the school made any recent
changes to policies, procedures, or roles based on complaints?
•

QLMs are not currently being offered and were not offered in the 2016-2017 school year.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retain PS-140s in the student cumulative folders.
Complete PDS Tally Cards annually, and utilize the tally sheet on each PDS Tally Card to certify
each student in advance of graduation.
Retain PDS Tally Cards and the transcript used to certify the student for graduation in the student
cumulative folders.
Require the principal to certify transcripts and PDS Tally Cards as official by signing and dating
prior to graduation.
Require students to complete service learning hours with MSDE-approved organizations.
Retain service learning verification forms in the student cumulative folders.
Strictly enforce procedures related to make-up work completion relative to period end dates.
Ensure compliance with all requirements for make-up work as outlined in grading procedures.
Ensure adherence to attendance-related grading procedures.
Ensure extra credit opportunities provided to students align with PGCPS grading procedures.
Ensure students enrolled in MPTS programs meet eligibility requirements outlined in the MPTS
Handbook. Verify grades are appropriately entered upon MPTS completion.

Additional Analysis and Investigation
•

Further investigate pramming of grade changes to transcripts.
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APPENDIX B: RELEVANT AUTHORITIES, POLICIES, AND PROCEDURES
This appendix includes relevant sections of legislation, regulation, policies, and procedures which have
contributed to A&M’s independent performance audit of PGCPS. This appendix is not intended to a
comprehensive listing, but is meant to serve as a reference for the relevant documents surrounding
grading and graduation within PGCPS.
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LEGISLATION 1
Attendance
Education Article §7-103, Code of Maryland
“(a)

Each public school under the jurisdiction of a county board:
(1)

(i)
Shall be open for pupil attendance for at least 180 actual school days and a
minimum of 1,080 school hours during a 10-month period in each school year; or
(ii)
If normal school attendance is prevented because of conditions described in
subsection (b) of this section, shall be open for at least 1,080 hours during a 10-month
period;

(2)

Shall be open for pupil attendance a minimum of 3 hours during each school day; and

(3)
May not be open on Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays in order to meet the 180-day or 1,080hour requirement of this subsection.”

Education Article §7-301, Code of Maryland
“(a)

This section does not apply to a child under the age of 18 years who: (see section §7-301(a) for
exceptions.

(a-1)

(1)
Except as otherwise provided in this section, each child who resides in this State and is 5
years old or older and under 18 shall attend a public school regularly during the entire school year.”

“(e)

(2)
Any person who has legal custody or care and control of a child who is 5 years or older and
under 18 who fails to see that the child attends school or receives instructions under this section is
guilty of a misdemeanor” (see Code of Maryland for further detail)

The compulsory age for education increased from 16 to 17 years old effective July 1, 2015, and then to 18
years old effective July 1, 2017.

Grading
Maryland State Law includes no specific provisions which specify grading policies and procedures, or
directly impact the grading policies of LEAs such as PGCPS. The state’s policies on grading are outlined
within regulation.

PDF of Education Article, Code of Maryland: http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2018RS/Statute Web/ged/ged.pdf;
Online Search Page: http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmStatutes.aspx?pid=statpage&tab=subject5
1
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Promotion and Graduation
Education Article §7-203.2, Code of Maryland
“(a)

(1)

In this section the following words have the meanings indicated.

(2)

(i)
“Four–year adjusted cohort” means a group of students who are entering the
ninth grade for the first time from a cohort that is subsequently adjusted by adding any
students who transfer into the cohort later during the ninth grade and the next three years
and subtracting any students who transfer out, emigrate to another country, or die during
that same period.
(ii)
“Four–year adjusted cohort” also includes students retained in grade and only
counted once as members of their original cohort.

(3)
“Graduation rate” means the percentage obtained from applying the graduation rate
formula.
(4)

(i)
“Graduation rate formula” means the number of students who graduate on time
with a Maryland high school diploma divided by the number of students in the four–year
adjusted cohort.
(ii)
“Graduation rate formula” does not include students who graduate on time with
a GED or other certificate not aligned with State standards.

(5)

(i)
“On time” means on or before the conclusion of a four–year adjusted cohort’s
fourth year of high school.
(ii)
“On time” includes a senior summer session in a jurisdiction that offers senior
summer sessions.

(6)

(i)
“Transfer out” means a student who the county board confirms, via written
documentation, has enrolled in another high school or other educational program from
which that student is expected to receive a Maryland high school diploma.
(ii)

“Transfer out” does not include a student enrolled in:
1.

A GED program; or

2.
An alternative education program that does not issue or provide credits
toward a Maryland high school diploma.
(b)

The purpose of this section is to:
(1)
Initiate a process by which the State may achieve the goal of collecting, maintaining,
analyzing, and publicly reporting data relating to the graduation rates of students in public high
schools as an essential step in addressing gaps in educational achievement among a diverse
student population; and
(2)
Explicitly delineate the duties and responsibilities of the Department and the county
boards in this regard.
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(c)

(1)

Beginning on or before September 1, 2011, and each year thereafter, a county board shall:
(i)
Collect, maintain, and analyze graduation rates for public schools, local school
systems, and the State; and
(ii)
Report the information required under item (i) of this paragraph to the public and
the Department in the aggregate and disaggregated by:” (see Code for demographic
categories)

“(2)

Beginning on or before October 1, 2011, and each year thereafter, the Department shall:
(i)
Compile the information received under paragraph (1) of this subsection and
calculate a graduation rate for the State; and
(ii)
Post the information obtained under this subsection for each county on its Web
site in the aggregate and disaggregated by:” (see Code for demographic categories)

“(d)

(1)
The county boards and the Department may develop and implement additional indicators
to collect, maintain, analyze, and publicly report data regarding alternative high school
completions.
(2)
The Department shall ensure that the information collected under paragraph (1) of this
subsection is comparable for public schools and local school systems in the State.

(e) The Department shall:
(1)
Implement training for administrators and other personnel responsible for collecting,
maintaining, analyzing, and publicly reporting data regarding four–year adjusted cohorts and
graduation rates;
(2)

Implement a standard process for verifying the accuracy of data including:
(i)

Statistical checks and analyses; and

(ii)

On–site audits of record–keeping procedures;

(3)
Implement a public awareness campaign including outreach to civic associations,
community–based groups, and parent organizations and the solicitation of suggestions and
community support regarding the need for collecting, maintaining, analyzing, and publicly
reporting accurate data regarding four–year adjusted cohorts and graduation rates;
(4)
Provide technical support to the county boards with collecting, maintaining, analyzing,
and publicly reporting graduation rate data; and
(5)

Serve as a central repository for this data."

Education Article §7–205, Code of Maryland
“(a)
The promotion of students in a public school and graduation from a public school shall be in
accordance with:
(1)

Policies established by the county board; and

(2)

The rules and regulations of the State Board.
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(b)

(1)
Each student who graduates from a public high school shall receive the same type of
diploma or certificate, regardless of the high school attended or the course taken.
(2)
The diploma or certificate shall state that the student has completed a program of studies
satisfactorily in accordance with the requirements of the State Board.”

Education Article §7–205.1, Code of Maryland
“(a)
The State Board shall establish high school curriculum and graduation requirements for all public
schools in accordance with this section.
(b)

(1)
Beginning with the 2015–2016 school year, all students shall be assessed using acceptable
college placement cut scores no later than 11th grade to determine whether the student is ready
for college–level credit–bearing course work in English Language Arts, Literacy, and Mathematics.
(2)

(i)
Subject to subparagraph (ii) of this paragraph, the Department, in collaboration
with local school systems and public community colleges, shall develop and implement, by
the 2016–2017 school year, transition courses or other instructional opportunities to be
delivered in the 12th grade to students who have not achieved college and career
readiness by the end of the 11th grade.
(ii)
The implementation of transition courses or other instructional opportunities
required under subparagraph (i) of this paragraph:
1.
Shall include an assessment or reassessment of the student after
completion of the course; and
2.
May not preclude or replace enrollment in a course otherwise required for
graduation from high school.”
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REGULATIONS 2
Attendance
COMAR 13A.08.01.03 Lawful Absence
“Students presently enrolled in public schools are considered lawfully absent from school, including
absence for any portion of the day, only under the following conditions:
A.
Death in the immediate family. The local school system shall determine what relationships
constitute the immediate family.
B.
Illness of the student. The principal or a pupil personnel worker shall require a physician's
certificate from the parent or guardians of a student reported continuously absent for illness.
C.

Court summons.

D.
Hazardous weather conditions. Hazardous weather conditions shall be interpreted to mean
weather conditions which would endanger the health or safety of the student when in transit to and from
school.
E.
Work approved or sponsored by the school, the local school system, or the State Department of
Education, accepted by the local superintendent of schools or the school principal, or their designees as
reason for excusing the students.
F.

Observance of a religious holiday.

G.

State emergency.

H.

Suspension.

I.
Lack of authorized transportation. This does not include students denied authorized transportation
for disciplinary reasons.
J.
Other emergency or set of circumstances which, in the judgment of the superintendent or
designee, constitutes a good and sufficient cause for absence from school.”

COMAR 13A.08.01.04 Unlawful Absence
“A.
An absence, including absence for any portion of the day, for any reason other than those cited as
lawful are presumed to be unlawful and may constitute truancy. Local school systems may add specified
criteria for unlawful absences to local board-approved attendance policies.
B.
Truancy. A truant is a student who is absent without lawful cause as defined in Regulation .03, of
this chapter, from the attendance for a school day or portion of it.

Code of Maryland Regulations (COMAR) Online Search page:
http://www.dsd.state.md.us/COMAR/ComarHome.html

2
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C.
Habitual Truant. A student is an habitual truant if the student is unlawfully absent from school for
a number of days or portion of days in excess of 20 percent of the school days within any marking period,
semester, or year. A local school system has the prerogative of defining habitual truancy in a more but not
less stringent manner (for example, unlawful absences in excess of 15 percent of the school days).”

COMAR 13A.08.01.05 Student Attendance Policy
“Each local school system shall develop a student policy which includes:
A.
A general statement dealing with the local school system's purpose and rationale for promoting
regular school attendance.
B.

Rules, Definitions, and Procedures for Policy Implementation
(1)
Reasons for lawful and unlawful absences and tardiness include lawful/unlawful absence as
defined in Regulations .03 and .04, of this chapter. Clarification of special situations for unlawful absence
may also be identified.

(2)
Standards for regular attendance include minimal requirements for student attendance in
order to foster continuity of the instructional program. The standards for school attendance may
identify a specific number of excessive or unlawful absences allowed within a marking period,
semester, or school year.
(3)
Procedure to verify absences/tardiness includes responsible persons, time limits, and
methods of absent/tardy verification.
(4)
Penalties for not meeting standards for regular attendance requirements include actions
taken by school system staff when a student is unlawfully absent or accumulates an equivalent
number of excessive or unlawful absences which exceeds the standard for regular school
attendance. The penalties should be identified, and should reflect a continuum of excessive or
unlawful absences.
(5)
Make-up work requirements include classroom teacher and student responsibility, time
limits, and grading policy for make-up work. Make-up work requirements may also involve a
procedure for completing class work in advance of an absence wherever possible.
(6)

Attendance-monitoring procedure includes:
(a)

Record-keeping format to comply with State attendance reporting requirements;

(b)
Intervention strategies and procedures for dealing with absenteeism at the
beginning stages of the problem as well as chronic absenteeism; and
(c)
A referral process to pupil services or other central office professionals for case
management of chronic attendance cases.
(7)
Reward process includes an identified motivational program to reward regular school
attendance.
(8)
Information dissemination includes methods for informing school staff, students, parents,
and community members of attendance policy requirements.
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(9)
Appeals process includes specific due process procedures for appealing attendance
violation decisions at the school and central office level.
(10)
Legal foundation includes citations of legal authority for attendance policy development
and implementation.”

Grading
COMAR 13A.03.02.08 Students’ Rights
“A.
Each local school system shall develop a written policy on grading and reporting that complies
with the student record requirements as set forth in COMAR 13.A.08.02.
B.
On October 1 of each school year, each local school system shall file its policies on grading and
reporting with State Superintendent of Schools.”

Alternative Programs
COMAR 13A.03.02.04 Other Provisions for Earning Credit
“A.
In addition to earning credits during the regular school day and year, credits may be earned, at
the discretion of the local school system, through the means specified in §§B—I of this regulation.”
B.

Summer School.
“(2)

Credit instruction shall meet the aggregate time requirements specified by the local school system.”

“C.
Evening School. A local school system may provide evening school programs for credit as an
extension of the regular school day as determined by the needs of students.”
D.

Online Courses.
“(1)
Consistent with local school system policy and procedure, credit may be given for
Department-approved online courses.
(2)
If credit is to be applied toward minimum graduation requirements, the Departmentapproved online course shall be provided by the local school system.”

E.

Tutoring.

F.

Work Study Programs, Job Entry Training Programs, or Experience Outside the School.

G.

College Courses.

H.

Independent Study/Internship.

I.

Credit through Examination.

COMAR 13A.03.02.11 Alternatives for Structuring Programs
“A.
Each local school system shall be permitted to develop alternative ways for individual or groups of
students to fulfill graduation requirements.
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B.
An alternative plan may include a waiver of the fourth year enrollment requirement if all credit,
assessments, and student service requirements are met and if the local superintendent of schools or
designee determines that the waiver is in the best interest of the student.
C.
Procedures for implementing these alternative programs leading to high school diplomas are as
follows:
(1)
Development and approval of a curricular plan which assures that the content of the
specified credits is included and the standards for graduation are met pursuant to the
requirements of this chapter with the plan containing a program description, performance
requirements, and evaluation procedures; and
(2)
The local superintendent of schools is responsible for approving any plan and shall notify
the State Superintendent of Schools once approval has been given.”

Promotion and Graduation
COMAR 13A.03.02.09 Diplomas and Certificates
“A.
The types of diplomas and certificates specified in §§B—D of this regulation shall be awarded to
any student who meets the requirements for award.
B.
Maryland High School Diploma. Except as provided in Regulation .12 of this chapter, and in §C of
this regulation, to be awarded a Maryland high school diploma, a student shall:
(1)

Complete the enrollment, credit, and service requirements as specified in this chapter;

(2)

Complete local school system requirements; and

(3)

Meet the graduation assessment requirements in the following ways:
(a)
Achieve a passing score on the Maryland High School Assessments for Algebra I
and English 10, in the following way:
(i)

For school year 2016—2017, a score of 725”

“(v)
Assessment in English 10 and/or Algebra I, the passing score on the retest
shall be the passing score in the year in which the student first took the
assessment.
(b)
Achieve a passing score as established by the Department on the Maryland High
School Assessments for biology and government;
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(c)
Achieve a combined score(s) as established by the Department on the Maryland
High School Assessments;
(d)
If a student has not achieved a passing score on the Maryland High School
Assessment in English 10 and/or Algebra I, achieve a score as established by the
Department on Department-approved assessments for algebra, and/or English, aligned
with the Maryland High School Assessments such as Advanced Placement examinations,
SAT, ACT, and International Baccalaureate examinations; or
(e)
Except for students described in Regulation .06G of this chapter, if a student is
unable to meet the requirements in §B(3)(a)—(d) of this regulation, then satisfactorily
complete the requirements of the Bridge Plan for Academic Validation as set forth in
Regulation .06E of this chapter.”
“F.
Local Endorsements. Consistent with procedures established by the Department, each local school
system may add endorsements to the diploma as incentives for students to meet locally established
requirements and outcomes in instruction beyond the minimums specified by the State.
G.
At least yearly, through the end of the implementation, the State Board will review and assess
updated information on the graduation assessment requirements and scores.”

COMAR 13A.03.02.05 Student Service
“To graduate, students shall complete one of the following:
A.
75 hours of student service that includes preparation, action, and reflection components and that,
at the discretion of the local school system, may begin during the middle grades; or
B.
A locally designed program in student service that has been approved by the State Superintendent
of Schools.”

Records, Access, and Controls
COMAR 13A.08.02.06 Retention, Disposition, and Destruction of Student Records
“A.
Guidelines and standards for the retention and disposition of student records maintained under
this title shall be those adopted in the Maryland Student Records System Manual.
B.
Individual student records not required or specifically regulated by other State or local regulations
shall be destroyed when they no longer serve legitimate education purposes, subject to the following
exceptions:
(1)
The local school system or educational institution may not destroy any student record if
there is an outstanding request to inspect and review them under Regulation .13 of this chapter;
(2)
Explanations placed in the education record under Regulation .15 of this chapter shall be
maintained as provided in Regulation .15D of this chapter; and
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(3)
The record of access required under Regulation .20 of this chapter shall be maintained for
as long as the education record to which it pertains is maintained.”

COMAR 13A.08.02.07 Review and Updating
“A.
To ensure that student records maintained under this title are relevant and accurate, a local school
system and educational institution regulated by the State Board of Education shall provide for review and
updating of student records.
B.
Changes in identifying information, results of individual and group standardized tests, and health
data shall be made within a reasonable time after these changes occur during the school year.
C.

Review of student records shall occur at least under the following conditions:
(1)
When a student transfers to the next higher organizational unit, such as from elementary
to middle school level;
(2)

When a student graduates from high school; and

(3)

When a student withdraws for any other reason.

D.
Each principal of an educational institution shall certify annually in writing to the local
superintendent the accuracy of student data maintained in the student records at the educational
institution.”

COMAR 13A.08.02.08 Students’ Rights Establishes students’ and parents’ rights for access to
records. Link

COMAR 13A.08.02.09 Content of Records Establishes the minimum content for records. Link
COMAR 13A.08.02.10 Annual Notification of Rights
“A.
Each local school system or educational institution shall give parents or guardians of students in
attendance or eligible students in attendance at the local school system or educational institution annual
notice by such means as are reasonably likely to inform them of their right to:
(1)

Inspect and review the student's records;

(2)
Seek amendment of the student's records that the parent, guardian, or eligible student
believes to be inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of the student's privacy rights;
(3)
Consent to disclosures of personally identifiable information contained in the student
records, except to the extent that the Act and Regulation .19 of this chapter authorize disclosure
without consent; and
(4)
File complaints with the United States Department of Education concerning alleged
failures by the local school system or educational institution to comply with the requirements of
the Act.”
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COMAR 13A.01.04.04 Data-Based Areas establishes annual reporting requirements for
performance metrics, including Maryland State Assessments, Average Daily Attendance rates, and Yearly
High School Graduation rates. Link
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PGCPS POLICIES AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 3
Attendance
PGCPS Administrative Procedure 5113: Student Attendance, Absence, and Truancy
III.

Definitions

“C.

Truant Student: A child enrolled in school that is unlawfully absent from school for:
1.

Eight days in a quarter;

2.

Fifteen days in any semester; or

3.

Twenty days in a school year.

D.
Habitual Truant: Any student who is unlawfully absent from school more than 20 percent of any
grading period of the school year.”
“F.
Unlawful Absence: Student absent from school for any reason other than those defined as a lawful
excuse. Students who are removed from school by their parent(s)/guardian(s) for more than 10 consecutive
days for extended travel and not enrolled in another school or educational program may be withdrawn;
then, re-enrolled upon their return.
G.

Tardiness: Anytime a student is not in the classroom when the class period begins.”

IV.

Procedures

“A.
Recording Absences – Recognizing the responsibility of administrators and teachers for developing
and maintaining a system of recording and reporting student absences (lawful and unlawful), the following
procedures are to be considered as minimum for each school level (elementary, middle, and high).
1.
The classroom teacher is responsible for recording student attendance and tardiness on
the online system.
2.
If the student has missed 3 or more consecutive school days, the parent(s)/guardian(s)
should be called by the teacher.
3.
If no change, the teacher of record will submit the student’s name to the professional
school counselor/and or administrator to schedule a conference with the student and
parent(s)/guardian(s).
4.
Students with excessive absences, both lawful and unlawful, will be referred to the School
Instructional Team (SIT).
5.
Students who demonstrate a pattern of excessive absences will be referred to the school
team, which will include the pupil personnel worker, for intensive interventions designed to
increase regular attendance.
3

PGCPS Administrative Procedures: http://www.pgcps.org/administrativeprocedures/
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B.
Confirming Absences – Upon returning to school from an absence, the student is required to
present a written note from his/her parent/guardian stating the dates and reason for the absence.
Documentation may be requested for absences of three or more consecutive days.”
V.

Preventing Truancy

“A.
Identify At-Risk Students: Students often exhibit behaviors which, without intervention, can lead
to truancy. To prevent unlawful absences, it is crucial to initiate positive and supportive interventions as
soon as a student begins to exhibit such indicators.” (See AP 5113 for some student warning symptoms.)
“C.
Addressing At-Risk Students: During the first month of the school year, the pupil personnel worker
and the professional school counselor will meet with returning students who were identified as truants the
previous year to:” (See AP 5113 for list)

PGCPS Administrative Procedure 5121.3: Grading and Reporting for High School Grade
9 through Grade 12
“Teachers must assess a variety of student performances such as written assignments, homework,
projects, classroom participation/class work, quizzes, tests, and end of quarter/course examinations.”
Thus, attendance plays an indirect role in graduation through participation and class work.
Grading – Lawful Absences
“1.
Students who are considered lawfully absent from a class (See Administrative Procedure 5113) will
have the opportunity to make up missed assignments.
2.
Teachers are required to provide make-up work (within 48 hours) when requested for students
who are lawfully absent, including suspensions, and who have not qualified for home teaching.
3.
For all suspensions, teachers are required to provide make-up work and assignments to all
students, unless other educational alternatives are provided. It is the responsibility of the
parent(s)/guardian(s) to contact the school and make arrangements.
4.
Students who are lawfully absent may not be penalized for work requested but not provided by
the school for periods of such lawful absence.
5.
The number of days allowed to make up missed work will be equivalent to the number of days of
lawful absences. This timeline will begin when the teacher provides the student with the assignments
within 48 hours of the request. Students who fail to complete missed assignments within the allotted time
will receive 0 (zero) for each assignment.
6.
If lawfully absent students return to school near the close of the first, second, or third marking
period and do not have sufficient time as described above to make up the missed work, an “I” grade will
be assigned.
a.
The student’s average for the previous marking period (the marking period in which the
“I” grade was assigned) will be recalculated and changed on the report card by the next marking
period.
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b.
The Grade Change Authorization Form PS-140 must be used to authorize and document
this change.
c.
If a student fails to meet established deadlines for completion of assignments (see above),
all missing grades will be converted to 0 (zero) per assignment for non-credit and credit courses.
7.
In the fourth marking period, if an “I” grade would otherwise have been assigned, teachers will
use all existing grades to determine the student’s fourth marking period grade. A request for an exception
may be made to the principal.
8.
In secondary schools, five (5) days of lawful absence per semester course, or ten (10) days of lawful
absence per full year course will result in the assignment of an “E” for the course if a student did not
complete makeup work for missed time or receive home teaching. However, the school must document
that on at least one occasion during the course of the accrued absences, the school notified the student
and parents or guardians of the following:
a. Absences have been noted and recorded.
b. The student stands in peril of receiving an “E” for the course.
c. Work missed was not made up.
9.
An “E” should be assigned to a student with excessive lawful absences who has not completed
make-up work within the prescribed time period and who otherwise would have received a passing grade.
Teachers must notify the student and parents that an “E” was assigned for that course and do an override
to change the grade.”
Grading – Unlawful Absences
“1.
In secondary schools, a student with unlawful absences will receive a “failing” grade for any day(s)
of such absence(s). The failing grades will be averaged with other daily grades. A score of 0 (zero) will be
given to students who do not attempt to complete or fail to submit an assignment. Failing grades for
credit courses is zero percent.
2.
In secondary schools, five (5) days of unlawful absence per semester course or ten (10) days of
unlawful absence per full year course will result in the assignment of an “E” for the course. However, the
school must document that on at least one occasion in the course of the accrued absences, the school
notified the student and the parents/guardians of the following:

3.

a.

Absences have been noted and recorded.

b.

The student stands in the peril of receiving an “E” for the course.

c.

An offer is made to explore and remediate the causes of unlawful absences.”

The school is not required to provide make-up work for unlawful absences.

4.
A final grade of “E” should be given to a student with excessive unlawful absences who otherwise
would have received a passing grade.”
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Grading
Board of Education Policy 5121: Grading and Reporting for Elementary and Secondary
Students
“Further, this policy affirms the Board of Education’s belief that grades will be reflective of student mastery
of and demonstration of actual achievement relative to, the rigorous academic standards that under gird
the Maryland Voluntary State Curriculum and are reflected in the state assessments.
In accordance with COMAR 13A.03.02.12 and to guide administrators and teachers, the Board of
Education directs the Superintendent of Schools to provide Administrative Procedures on grading and
reporting that shall include but not be limited to the following:
1.

Establishment of instructional objectives and standards of performance for each course;

2.

Factors to be used in determining grades;

3.
Reporting contacts between parent (guardian) and teacher that maximize the school-home
partnership in support of student achievement;
4.

Procedures for appeal of grades and course withdrawal;

5.

Grading provisions for children with Individual Educational Plans; and

6.

Compliance with the student record requirements as set forth in COMAR 13A.08.02.”

PGCPS Administrative Procedure 5121.3: Grading and Reporting for High School Grade
9 through Grade 12
Preface to Administrative Procedure 5121.3
“Principals or their designees are responsible for ensuring that grading and reporting policies are applied
consistently within their school and responsible for reviewing procedures with staff.”
Rationale
“1.
Grading and promotion within the Prince George’s County Public School System will be based
upon the degree of success an individual student has achieved in completing the educational program
designed to meet his/ her unique needs
2.
Every student will have the opportunity to earn grades that reflect his/her ability to demonstrate
learning outcomes and be graded only in accordance with their achievement on material or information
based on specified learning outcomes and approved curricula.
3.

The bell curve will not be used as a basis for determining student grades.

4.
Grades will be based on summative assessments and the completion of formative and practice
assignments.”
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Grading Elements
“1.
Grades will be used on report cards for all courses taken for credit. The grades will be reported in
a numeric scale from 0 to 100.
2.
Final numeric grades will be converted to alpha grades. The grades eligible for use on report cards
are A, B, C, D, E, I, P, and W, with no plus or minus signs. Interpretation of letter grades is as follows:
A = Excellent progress toward meeting course objectives and learning outcomes (90-100%).
B = Above average progress toward meeting course objectives and learning outcomes (80-89%).
C = Average progress toward meeting course objectives and learning outcomes (70-79%).
D = Below Average progress toward meeting course objectives and learning outcomes (60-69%).
E = Failure toward meeting course objectives and learning outcomes (0-59%)
I = Incomplete. The “I” grade may be used temporarily for secondary students who have been
lawfully absent from school and have not had an opportunity to make up missed work in a timely
manner.
P = Pass (credit bearing).
W = Withdrawn. The School Instructional Team agrees to allow a student to drop a course after
twenty (20) school days from the start of the course or ten (10) days in a semester course.
3.

Factors used to determine student grades must include the following items (See Attachment):
a.

Class Work

b.

Homework

c.

Assessment

4.
Teachers shall assign a minimum grade of 50% to assignments or assessments for which the
student made a good faith effort, as defined by completing at least 50% of the assignment, to meet the
basic requirements. If a student does no work on an assignment or assessment, the teacher shall assign a
grade of zero.”
Reporting and Recording Grades
1.

Reporting
“b.
Students and/or parents may request one additional opportunity to improve a score on a
qualifying assessment, activity, or assignment that demonstrates knowledge of course content,
skills, and standards. An assessment, activity or assignment is considered qualifying if the
following criteria are met:
1.
The student completed and submitted the original assessment, activity, or
assignment by the due date.
2.
The student participated in the teacher-facilitated re-teaching (before, during, or
after school) within five school days following the return of the original graded work.
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3.
Within ten school days of receiving the returned original graded work, the student
completed and resubmitted the new assessment, activity, or assignment.
4.

The higher grade shall be the grade of record.

5.
If the work is not eligible for reassessment, that must be identified in writing on
the rubric at the time of original assignment. Final research reports and projects that
culminate a unit of study, or final semester or marking period exams may not be
reassessed.
6.
Make up work can not be submitted 5 school days prior to the end of the quarter
to ensure teachers have time to grade all outstanding work.”
2. Recording
“Teachers will maintain a record of each student’s work, progress, and attendance on a daily basis in
SchoolMAX.
a.
Teachers and schools will maintain records of student progress. It is expected that
teachers will enter graded student work into their electronic grade book and return that work to
students within ten business days of the due date. However, it is recognized that to provide
meaningful feedback to students, teachers may not be able to read/review and post the grade
within ten business days, and, on those assignments, teachers may provide written notice on the
rubric or assignment with a projected date that grades will be returned to students.”
“c.
Teachers must record a minimum of two numeric grades per week in SchoolMAX; more
than two is highly recommended. If a week is shortened by two days, a minimum of one grade will
be required. If a class meets only once per week, only one grade will be recorded.”

Grade Change
PGCPS Administrative Procedure 5121.3: Grading and Reporting for High School Grade
9 through Grade 12
Procedures for Appeal
“Within five (5) days upon receipt of a report card by the parent/guardian, report card grades may be
appealed in writing on the official appeals form. The steps of the appeal are as follows:
1.
The parent/guardian will confer with the teacher and provide the reason(s) for appealing the
grade. If the parent/guardian is dissatisfied with the resolution they may appeal the teacher’s decision to
the principal or designee.
2.
The principal or designee will confer with the parent/guardian and teacher, make a decision and
provide a written response. This decision will be included in the cumulative folder.
3.
If the principal deems that a quarter grade submitted for a student should be different than what
is reflected on the report card, the principal is required to submit a Grade Change Authorization Form
(Form PS-140) to the School Instructional Team (SIT) with evidence and rationale for changing the grade.
The decision of the SIT must be conveyed to the teacher that submitted the grade within 48 hours.
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4.
If the parent/guardian wishes to appeal the principal’s decision, he/she will request a conference
with the Area Associate Superintendent. A further appeal may be made to the Office of Appeals.
5.

Appeals of grades will be considered if they are based on one or more of the following reasons:
a.

There is an allegation of an error in averaging or in data entry.

b.
There is an allegation that factors other than those established at the beginning of the
school year were used to determine the grade.
c.

There is an allegation of personal teacher bias.

6.
At each level of appeal, the written decision must be provided to the parent, student, and teacher.
The request and written decision also must be included in the cumulative folder.
7.
At any level of the appeal, if a grade change is authorized, a Grade Change Authorization Form
(Form PS-140) must be completed.”
Authorization of Grade Change
“The principal is responsible for following the standard procedure for the authorization and recording of
all grade changes.
1.
A Grade Change Authorization Form (PS-140) will be used to authorize and record the specific
reasons for requesting each grade change.
2.
Form PS-140 must be signed by the teacher of the course for which the grade change is requested
and by the school principal.
3.
Upon effecting the grade change in the appropriate database, the authorized data entry person
must sign the PS-140. Appropriate staff must refer to the transcript guide when changing grades.
4.
If a grade change involves a final grade, the original grade as recorded on the electronic report
and the final report card will be reprinted. The new grade, recorded by the registrar, will be recorded on
the documents, initialed, and dated by the principal.
5.
Form PS-140 must be filed in the student’s cumulative record folder, with copies distributed as
indicated on the form.
6.
School staff will re-calculate the student’s quarter Grade Point Average and cumulative Grade
Point Average if a grade change is authorized.
If the principal deems that a quarter grade submitted for a student should be different than what is
reflected on the report card, the principal is required to submit a Grade Change Authorization Form (Form
PS-140) to the School Instructional Team (SIT) with evidence and rationale for changing the grade. The
decision of the SIT must be conveyed to the teacher that submitted the grade within 48 hours.”
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Promotion and Graduation
PGCPS Administrative Procedure 6150: Education Requirements and Options in
Secondary Schools
In accordance with Maryland Department of Education requirements and COMAR 13A.03.02.09, outlines
this administrative procedure outlines the requirements for successful completion of high school,
including course credits, assessments, and service learning hours. It outlines PGCPS program requirements
for English, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, Health, and elective courses. The program-specific
descriptions outline the course progression required for each subject matter. Assessment requirements
include test scores needed based on class year.
AP 6150 was updated on August 17th, 2017, to include references to the Multiple Pathways to Success
Program, not included in the last updated version from September 6th, 2016. The new procedure now
specifies that “A student failing a grade level course may make it up in summer school, Evening High
School, or Multiple Pathways to Success (MPTS) credit recovery” in the sections for English, Math, and
Science. This administrative procedure does not reference an AP for administration or grading of the MPTS
program, but leaves this open-ended option to support promotion based on MPTS completion.

PGCPS Administrative Procedure 5123.2: General Procedures Pertaining to Promotion,
Retention and Acceleration of Students
The 2017 update of these requirements superseded the 2014 update, and lessened the requirements for
math credits by one for each year for promotion for grade 9-11.
III.

Procedures

A.

Promotion and Retention Considerations

3.

High School
“b.

Promotion for entering freshmen for the period through Fall 2013:
(1)
From Grade 9 to 10, a student must have a total of five units of credit, including
one credit of English. Progress toward fulfilling the graduation requirement with regards
to the Maryland High School Assessment should be included.
(2)
From Grade 10 to 11, a student must have a total of 10 units of credit, including
two credits of English, one credit of mathematics, one credit of science, and one credit of
social studies. Progress toward fulfilling the graduation requirement with regards to the
Maryland High School Assessment should be included.
(3)
From Grade 11 to 12, a student must have a total of fourteen units of credits,
including three credits of English, two credits of mathematics, one credit of science, one
credit of social studies, and be able to fulfill all requirements not to exceed nine credits per
year, for a Maryland High School diploma in June. In addition, the student must have taken
all three high school assessments. An exception will be made for students entering a high
school their senior year from another LEA or from out of state. Students must sit for the
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appropriate high school assessment at the end of the course before being promoted to
12th grade.
(4)
Students must meet the assessment requirements or alternative option per entry
year in high school in order to graduate with a Maryland High School Diploma (see
Administrative Procedure 6150). Failure to achieve either option will result in a student
not being able to graduate, regardless of credits and grades earned.
(5)
Students must meet the service-learning requirements per entry year in high
school in order to graduate with a Maryland High School Diploma (see Administrative
Procedure 6151). Failure to achieve either option will result in a student not being able to
graduate, regardless of credits and grades earned.”
“g.

Notification of Seniors of Graduation Status
(1)
A Graduation Notification/Agreement, PS-13 will be completed in triplicate with
each senior in a conference with his/her counselor during the first eight weeks of the senior
year. The original copy will be retained for the school file; a copy will be sent by U.S. mail
to the parent or guardian prior to the end of the first grading period; and the student will
retain the third copy.
NOTE: Senior students entering after issuance of the first report card will, at the time of
registration, complete a Graduation Notification/Agreement. If an official transcript from
the previous school is not available, a note on the Graduation Notification/Agreement will
indicate “pending receipt of official previous school records.”
When official records are received, a Graduation Notification/Agreement will be
completed. One copy will be sent by U.S. mail to the parent or guardian; one copy will be
retained for the school file; and one copy will be given to the student.
(2)
Additional notification of students’ progress on the assessment requirements,
credits earned, and grades is provided in the form of progress reports and report cards
issued every nine weeks. Ongoing communication will be provided to parents of seniors in
danger of not graduating.
(3)
Students not meeting graduation requirements will be notified immediately
following final examinations by a personal conference with appropriate staff, a telephone
call to parents or guardians, and a certified letter sent to parents or guardians.”

IV.

Retention Guidelines

AP 5123.2 outlines a detailed timeline related to retention, highlighting required progress checks for D/E
students, as well as required intervention points for at risk students. Notably, this timeline specifies to
“Flag students for retention using School Exclusion feature by the end of May.”
V.

SchoolMAX FLAGS:

“A fair warning flag can be set to let parents know that a child is in danger of failing. It can print for any
course where the child has a grade of “E” on the progress report or the report card.”
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